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CBM 1541CDiSkDfWa(Nsww/JD) SA19C0
CBM 1541-II Disk Drive (Now w/JD) ... . Si29 00

CBM 1571 Disx Drive (Romanuiaclufoa WJD) CALL

CMD FD-2000 (SOOK ana 1 SMBi SU9 00

CMD FD Heni-Timo-Clocfc Option S39 00

Boi ol 10. Hign Density Disks (1 6MB) S1« 95

Box o! 10 Ennancec Density Dis*s (3 2 MB) $29.00

HD-KIT (Controller. Case. PS. Manual. Serial GDI ) S249 00

HD-1000. 1 GB (Special Edition) S«9 00

HD-2ujD 2 GB IScccial Edition) S5-19 00

HD-30OG 3 GB (Special Edition) S669 00

HD-JOOO -: GB (Special Edition) .

.. " *.....__..._............. S: 73 00
SuperCPU 6>i v/.'SupeiRAM (no RAM installed) S219.00

SuperCPU 6* w SuporRAM [A MB) . . . S254 00

SjoerCPU 64 ivSuparRAM (9 MB) S27? "">

SupOrCPU6JWSu9arRAM|16MB) S316uu

SuperCPU 123 S239 Gj

SuperCPU 129 w SuperHAM (no RAM installed) S273 00

SuperCPU 123 wSuperRAM (i MB) S31-1 00

SupcrCPU 129 w/SuscrRAM (9 MB) S338 00

SuporCPU 128 w/SupctRAM (16 MB) S37S.CC

SucerRAM Card (no RAM installed) . $79 00

SupofRAM Cara (4 MB) Si 14 00

SupCrRAM Card (B MB) S139 00

SbporRAMCaid(16MB> SI 79 CO

Monitors (40 column and 40/80 column) .. . CALL

Aproiek 3-Way User Port Expander S30 00

Ak U P E Csi S19 00

S99 00

S109 00

ST39 00

S399 00

CALL

CALL

S29.00

S33 00

Apoiek 3ay Us Epa
Apioiek User Pot! Extension Casio
C-54 Computer (Remandactijied. w'JD S PS)

C-&JC Computer (Rsrnanufacturcd w/JD S PS)

C-64C Compute (Now)

SX 64 Computer fRctf.anutactLjrcrj iv/JD)

C-:23 Compuiors

C12SD Computers (Rcmanulacl^rod w.'JOl

C-6-"64C PowerSupply (New, 1 7 Amp )..

C-frs.'&iC Rcoair.iuloPS (New. i ~> Amp ] .

C-B4 64C Heavy Duly Repairable PS (New. CMD) S64.95

C-123 Reca:rablePower Supply (New. C?/D) S6-: 95

C-12BD Internal Power Supply (New| $39.00

i54HI 1581'RLvl Power Supply (Now. 1 Amp ) S25 CO

CMD EX2- '. 3-Pcj! Cartridge Port Expander S39 CO

CMD EX3 3-Port Cartridge Port EnpanCer $3-: 00

CMD GcoCacio II Pfifil CaKo 6II./15I1 . $3-1 36/S39 95

CMD Scga-slyie Gamcpad lor C-64; 128 .. S24.95

CMD SmarlMousc (1351 Compat.cle Mouse) $^9 95

Flip rTFile 25 Disk Hoidcr (5 25-inch ) . .. S5 95
Floppy Disks(25ca=-cciDSDD5 25-incT) SIC j0

Inkwell Ligni Pen Model 17CC S75 CO

Mcn::or Cables CALL

Cannon BJC--M00 Cow InKict Punter (ReljrD) S179 00

Panasonic KXP-1150 9-pm Printer $199 CO

Panasonic KXP-2130 2-t-pin B/W Punter (Relurui S199 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 2-i-p:n Color (Refurb) $299 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 2-J-pm Printer (B/W] $329 CO

Panasonic KXP-2130 2--p;n Color Primer . S-29 CO

Smaffline C-600 Punier interlace $10 CO

RAULmn Base f/coel (OMB. No RAMCarrj) . $169.00

RAMLinkw'lMBRAMCard(SpcCiai') S2C9.00

RAMLm* w/4MB RAMCard (Special1) S2»9 00

HAMUnh w 16MB RAMCard (Special'l . $369 00

RAMCara RTC Oct:orv'At!cr MarVol Kit . S10 00/S19 00

RAMLirik Battery Bac-t-up (Optional) S2- 95

Parallel Caoic (RAMLr.k :o HD| $19 95

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE

EVER CREATED FOR GEOS

if you've boon waiting for GEOS to get better, faster and more

efficient, your wail is over! Click Here Software's Wheels takes

GEOS to the next level, with full integrated support for all the

latest hardware. Wheels a\so adds many features not previously

available in GEOS. as well as seme thai could only be had by

buying or adding other utilities and patches. GEOS is really going

someplace, and ti has the Wheels \o get there!

Wheeis64 $36.00 Wheels128 $40.00

Minimum requirements for Wheels: GEOS 64 v2 0 or GEOS 128 v2.0,1541

or 1571 diskdrive, rrouseor joystick, arid 128K or larger RAW expander.

Bank Stroet Writer S12 00
Caepak 64 (Abacus! S22 00

Caspak 123 (Abacus) . . S25OO

Chanpak 64 (Abacusi ....

Cnanpak 123 (Abacus) . $25 00

Data Manager 64 (Timeworlts) S15 00

GcDo: S34 95

I Paint vl 5(123 80-COl . 64K VDCl $39 CO

I Port vi 54(128. 80-soi . 64K VDCt) ■ 529 00

Personal Portfolio Manager (Abacus] . . £16 00

RUN Productivity Pak I. II. or III (Specify) 515 00

RUN Sjpor Slorcr Pak 154! or 15S1 . S20 00

RUN Works S20 00

SECCncok Register 128

SupeiScnpl 128 (Pre;;S;oni $20 00

SuEorbaso 64 Version 3.01 (Precision) . .. $35 00

Suporbaso t38 Version 3 01 (Precision) 535 00

SwiftCalc 64 (Timcworks) $16 00

TV/S 64 w.'Speilcr (Bjsy Boo) 529 00

TWS 129 w/Spellcr (Susy Boo) S39 00

TWS f/ooulcs (HD'RL'lllustratoil ench $5 00

aterm
version 9.6

Join the Telecommunications Revolution... get

on the Information Super Highway TODAY1.

Bg Blue Reader vj 10 (SOGWAP)

CMD Utilities

JilfyMON-64 (ML Monitor]

$39.00

$2-5 95

S'9 95

BASIC 64 Compiler (ACacuSJ $'7 CO

BASIC 123 Compiler (Abacus) $25 00

Buz1 S4 Compiler (Skyles)
Buddy 64/128 Assembler S39 CO

Cobol 6<S (Abacus) ... $17 00

Pascal 64 (Abacus) $17 00
Power C (SpinnakerT S19C0

Conouo utilities (Handy Goes Utilities) ... $1995

Desk Pack Plus S29 CO
Dweeafs Greatest hue (NewTcc s2 Sn^;.U:e 128) S3O CO

FONTPACKPIus S25G0

gateway 64 or 123 (Spocily Version) $29 95

gcoBASIC S20 00
gccCai;:64/12a . S4Q0O'$45 00

gccCnail S29 CO

gcoFAX S39 95

gcoFilo 64/123 S4G.0O.'$45 CO
geoMakoBooi (Makes Bcotacic copies) SI2 95

geoProgrammcr $45 00

geoPjr:lisri -■■ $4000
GEOS64v2.0 S4J0O
GEOS !28v20 $49 00
gooSHELL V2 2 (CL1 lor GEOSi $24 95

International FONTPACK $25 00
Pertecl Print LO lor GEOS (LaSd-irkc output) $49 95

RUM GEOS Companion S20 00

RUN GEOS Power Pan I or II (Specify) . $20.00

Wheels 6-t [GEOS Upgrade rcq GEOS £4 v2 0) S36 00

^jS^UI^ |
D.^imastc S34 35
SID Eympncny Stereo Carnsgo $44 95
Dr TsCaGcaArtslor AtgorytnmicComposGr $15.00

Ap;o:ek Corn-Modern Asaptcr (for oil modem) S19 00

ftprotek Com-Moaem AOaplet Cable S3 95
Commodore 1670 Mocem (1200 Baud) ... SI 9 95

Modem (9-25) or Nut -Modem CaCIo (9-9 or 9-25) S9 95

^ovatcrm 9 6 (specify 3 5" cr 5 25 1 529 95

Turco232 Cartridge (Up to 115KOps) $39 95

USR Sportsioi 33 6Knps FatV.odcm S169 00
USR Sportster Faxmodem w-Turco232 S CaGic S199 O0

Adveniurosw/Fractions (ages 10-14)

Expeditions (ages 3-151
Prc-Roading (ages 3-7)

Spelling Boo (ages 8-131

The Glass Computer (ages 12-)
The Market Place (ages 8-14)

Where in Europe is Carmen SanDiego"5

Wncro m tno World is Carmen SanDicgo"5

S150O

SI5 CO

Si5 CO

515.CO

Si5 CO

SiSCO

S29 00

_)

Atommo $17 00
Ballistic $13 00

Chcmp1 . S10.00

CuiTfiroais1 $1000
Day it tho Liic ct Prerns;cc Man $19 O0

Escape Route $19 00
Felony S1G GO

Froggcr . SIC 00

Grand Prix Circuit SlO 00

Guerilla $10.00

Hardball SiOOO
Heavenbouna .. S19 95

Island of ino Dragon S19 CO
Jordan vs B»d 0-10 on One . S'0 00

Kmgs ct tne Beach S1000

Lions ol tno Universe 519 95
Mainframe S1300

MeanSiieots S1000
Menace S'5 00
RUNC64GamepakcrC523Funpak(Specity) - S'000

Skate or Dio Si3.00

The President Is Missing!

Tno Three Stooges S'O 00
TiO Break Tennis S16 00

Total Eclipse SiO.OO

Walker* S19 00
War in Middle Earth SiOOO

Wings c! Circe . . $19 00

Anatorr.y ct tno 1E41 S3 00
C-64 Science S Engineering $8 00

C128 Ccmpulcr Aidsd Design S3 00
C129 BASIC Training Guide , SB 00
Commodore 64 Tncrts and Tips . . SB 00
Ccmpiicr Dosicn a Imolcmentation for the C64 SS 00

GEOS P:ogrammers Rciorenco Guide ... S23 00

Graphics Book lor trie C-64 S3 00

Hitchhikers Guide to GEOS 52S OC
Ideas lor Use en Yojr C-64 S3 00

Pr.r.tcr BOOK tor tno C64 S8 00
Mapping the C64 .

Easy-to-use - noviceuserconfiguration

Now suppers UUencode and UUdocodD

and COTVfflts liteson Cisk cr in atjullcr Also

ASCII o PETSCII ar£ PETSCII to Una

3-c!:<;3. su^pon Zmodem up'download,

resume (crash recovery!, streaming to

buffer Vnoaern &atcfi Ymodem-g

Xmcdem-ik Xmodem-lk-gdo tulferl

Xr-:<-ern-CRC Punier Kermrt WXraodew

Suppcris High Speed Interfaces like

*j-:rZ;2 In speeds us 13 Z30KKS

3^3potts ANSI cotoffgrfl3f»cs. VT1K. and

VT52 in SO col Plus Commodore eoler

graphics and ANSI co:nr All emulation

modules now load from one window

Just $29.95
(Specify 5.25" or-3.5"disfc)

NeA lasser 80 cclumn medes Soft-BO on

C-64 (onharced scrolling w/ REU); and

25- or 2B-iine C-12B VDC 80-col. mode

Use any memory device as a buffer

including 17xx REU, RAMLnk parlitien

GeoRAM C128 VDC. B3GRAM. and

internal C64 mer^crv

Newtcxtcaptuicfeaiures Capture lexlon-

l.ne and store in an/ device. High-speed

transfers directly m:o memory and new

retain buffer contents with battery/power

sacked RAM devices such as RAMLink

Enaanced full feaijrcc Text editor can

now load/save tiles Irom the buffer and

has an integrated SCnpi comp.ler

Sccpt language for automatic cperanons

S'mpie BSS mode - d:a!-in dMr.ioading

S^p^rts real-time decks in CMD devices

All new user's manual

Increase Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!

JiffyDOS 123 System S49.00

includes JiffyDOS C128 Computer

ROMs and cne JiffyDOS drive ROM

JiffyDOS 128D System S49.00

Includes JiffyDOS C128D Compuler

ROM and 1571D drive ROM.

JiffyDOS Drive ROMs S19.00

Available for Commodore 1541, 1571.

1581 and rr.zs'. compatibles

JiffyDOS64 System S39.00

Includes JiHyOOS C64 ComDuter

ROM anc cne JilfyDOS Cr.vc ROM

JitfyDOS BAc System S39.00

Includes JillyDOS C64c Comsuter

BOM anc one JilfyDOS Cnve ROM

JiffyDOS SX64 System S49.00

Includes JiflyDOS SX64 Comouter

ROM and SXIS^i Cnve ROM

All Major Credit Cards Accepted •••

Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express)/

Shsppinc

Order SuDloI.nl

SO.01 to SlO.90

S20.00 lo S29 99

S30 00 IOS59.05

$60.00toS149.S9

S150.00IOS299.99

S300 00LOS799.99

SaOO.OO nnd up

and Handling

UPS

Ground

S4.7E

SS.75

S6.7S

S7.7S

S11.00

S16.00

521.00

2nd

Day

CALL

CALL

CA1 1.

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

UPS2n

;>.iy A

SI 5.00

, SI7.50

S31.00

S29.00

S3S-00

S42.00

SS5.00

Charges

j Air P.neci

Posi

S5.00

S7 DO

S9.00

SI 2.DO

S20.Q0

S25.00

S3B.5O

■ UPS COD ■rirtSSOOIIlSnnlvt ■

UPS

CALL

CAl L

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

Creative Micro Designs, Inc.

PO. Box 646 Info: (413)525-

East Longmeadow, MA 01028

Visit our Web Site at http://www.cmdweb.com/

■ Otner shipping methods available Call for details

POLICIES: CMD accepts Major Credit CaiCs. Money Orders. COD anO

Personal Cnec".s. Personal Cnecks are ield 3 weeks Customer is responsible

!cr shipping charges on relusec packages. Most items are stock, contact CMD
(or firm delivery Returns tor merchandise credit only withm 30 days with prior

authorization Credits are less snipping, handling, laxes, customs, duties, and

(] n i5=0 restocking charge No rctunds or credits on opened soltware All prices
Fax: (413) 525-0147 and specifications are suOjea to change without nonce CMD Business Hours

(Orders) M-F 9AM-5 30PM EST (Teen SuOponi M-F. 1PM-5 30 PM EST
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Playing Ami

ga MOD tu

nes on your

C64 using a

RELJ... that's only possible with Nate's MOD

Play. You will find the player on the cover

disk, the interview inside this issue and a

genious hardware interface for second to

none music enjoyment on page 13.
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It's Magic

Full version

Unbelieveable. You will find a special highlight

on this issue's cover disk. This is the full

version of It's Magic, runable on both PAL and

NTSC computers. Better insert the floppy disk

into your drive and connect your joystick! For

a quick reference look at page 10.

16
Graphic

Tutorial

Painting human

beings and fa

ces with expres

sions is the hardest thing to do, even for

professional artists. In this issue's tutorial we

will cover this topic and show you how to

solve this mystery.

[hardware]

1581 ROM-Listing:

Part 2 31

Project:

Stereo D/A interface 13

Hardware - Forum:

GEOS and hardware 14

[games]

Somewhere over the Rainbow:

Part 2 32
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Graphics Tutorial:

Developing a character

Assembly Tutorial:

Part 14

How To GoDot:

Digitizing images

16

19

20
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World Watch

GO64!-Bazar

Masthead

GO64-Bazar-Form
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4
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Unbelieveable:

62Hz on a

CI28

The VIC - the final frontier... "That was long

ago" you may want to say. Guenther Walter

from Austria proves you wrong. With genious

bit manipulation he shows how to achieve 62

Hz on a C128's 40-column VIC chip. The

resulting IFLI-Viewer is of course on the cover

disk.

^--Preview of the next issue...-^

Music!

The C64 is state of the art,

more that you may think:

A radio station playing SID

songs, a German music group

being number one in the alter

native charts, an American

hip-hop group using C64

game sequences in their video

are all worth being written

about. But when? In the next

issue of course!
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Dear readers,

Ever since the introduction of computers, their users have felt the

desire to enable these digital beings to take part in our brave

analog reality. Therefore, this issue of the GO64! mag is

dedicated to the very special machines that make this possible for

computers by acting as interfaces between digital and analog

realities: digitizers. No matter if it's pictures or sounds, there

have been countless attempts to offer our C64s higher quality

resources from somewhere other than the computer itself.

The fact that the SID does not have a digital output port for this

sort of task was of minor significance. Astute observation and

intensive trial work eventually revealed a way to make it

possible. The VIC still caused problems due to its color

placement limitations, but this was not considered a serious

obstacle. And so digitizers became a huge success. Still today, a

large number of different types exists. The market offers

everything ranging from the usual, technically elaborate but very

expensive brand products to fantastically creative home-made

solutions. For example, a simple photo diode installed on top of

the printer head makes it possible to digitize pictures. Simply

brilliant! Most digitizers achieve astonishing quality, no matter if

they are used for pictures or sounds.

One of the ensuing effects was a veritable race amongst official

producers and users to present the best results, thus raising the

limits of computing capacity of our beloved breadboxes ever

more. Speaking of capacity: This issue contains an absolute hit

for you all. There remainea a single bit in one of the VIC chip's

control registers that hasn't received any real attantion until late:

Once somebody started to take a closer look at it, a new

application was found - an application nobody had ever thought

of before.

Unfortunately for the C64-only crowd, only CI28 users will be

able to enjoy the benefits, but none the less: Isn't it astonishing

that even after all these years it is still possible to put our

machines to new uses? A 64Hertz video signal is not only a new

toy for experts, but makes it considerably easier to display high

resolution images with less flickering. Maybe there are other

applications that can be developed from that point, who knows?

But even if there aren't, we feel great seeing our mentality

onfirmed once more. With a bit of endurance and a strong will

it's possible to turn our beloved C64 / C12S into nearly anything

you can think of Even the limits imposed by the hardware are no

actual obstacles. Although the rest of the computer community

all over the world doesn't take any notice of it: I'm truly very

glad to see that one of our fellow fighters was so successful.

n my heart of hearts I'm going to have a little private celebration

and will keep on waiting for the next sensation that's sure to

come some time or other. That there will be another, I don't

doubt at all. But the question remains interesting: What will it be

this time?

So: "C64/C128 forever!"

Yours,

(Wolfram Sang)

What's new: Game projects

NOMAD Projects, three C64 game designers, arc currently working on three

games at the same time: 'GOD'z', 'Beast' and 'Star Wars: The Phantom

Menace'. The first two of these are action games and you can take a look at

the screen shols at the home site, while the Star Wars adaptation is going to

be a classic poinl&click adventure including arcade elements.

http://www.hex.uksysops.com

(vr)

Dr. Zoom's secret coding treasure on the Internet

Programmer Tobias Erbsland a.k.a. Dr. Zoom, particularly famous for the

'Digital Talk' mag system, has put his complete collection of coding disks on

the Internet for all interested parties to consult. Amongst the infonnation

found on the web site are the source code of the D4 Adventure Editor and of

his PD game 'The Jump'. A FD2000 is required to view the code as the disks

are stored in this formal.

ftp://ftp.profzone.ch/c64/drzooms_d is kirn ages/

(vr)

Second prize for the GO64! - 'Online Today' praises our home

page

The computer magazine 'Online Today' published a special on computers of

the 'last generation' in its May 2000 issue. The article also contained links to

pages dealing with the topic, and our home page has scored the second prize

for C64 pages on the net. We would like to use this opportunity to thank

'Online Today' for the free advertisement and we are hoping for further

unexpected media appearances in the future ... There's only one thins the

writer of the article in question should maybe know: Datasettes are nowadays

no longer C64 standard, excepting for April fool tricks ...

(gbhr)

New Project for lost sons: Return to the C64!

People who want to return to their roots and are looking for a re-entry into

the C64 scene now have a new contact on the Internet: At 'Return to the C64"

users can register and will be sent free information packages containing

relevant software. Moreover, they will be given an overview of the scene as it

is today.

http://how.to/RT64

(wg/vr)

Magic Steel: A new hand-made joystick for C64s

Hardware designer Alexander Ausserstorfer has spent months on end

developing a joystick version for C64s (and all other port-compatible

machines, of course). The result is called 'Magic Steel' and it is made of

robust hardwood. Further information can be obtained from:

Alexander Ausserstorfer

Sparzer Weg 3

83313 Siegsdorf

(vr)



April Fools
It is a good tradition of GO64! Magazine to

include one or two jokes into our April issues.

Although ihe last issue wasn't exactly released

in April, we didn'/ want to leave those jokes out

of tmr English edition of the magazine.

The next April issue will come for sure. Even if

not released in the month ofApril, it is labeled

as April issue, so better he careful and don't

trust everything you read. However, we promise

to give our best to fool you again!

(The G064!/Conunodore World editors)

Manfred Trenz: Master of the Ninth

Sprite?

Did you notice it? There was another mean little

April fool's joke in the interview with Andreas

Escher: Whoever would have managed to

represent nine sprites in one grid line if not

Manfred Trenz? But unfortunately it was only

one of the imagination of the editorial staff run

wild, and Andreas Escher was only to willing to

play along. Some of you coders out there

probably started having serious doubts about

your coding abilities, didn't you, as it's clear that

more than eight sprites in one grid line are plain

simply impossible.

Are they in fact? That's what we thought. But

when some days later Manfred Trenz heard

about our little joke and contacted us, our

mouths fell open. Here's what he told us, and we

have nothing to add to that:

The famous ninth sprite ... well, it's actually

quite simple, although it cats computing time

like he!!. AH you need to do is reset the X

position in a grid line with a grid line interrupt

and with exact timing. Once the beam passes the

position X=S20 + 8*3 pixels, X is reset to a new

position. When the beam exceeds this new

position by 24 pixels X is reset again to its initial

position. There is a demo in which the complete

screen and the margins arc filled with sprites by

means of this principle. I'm not sure if I still

have it somewhere. :( By the way, it is

impossible to change the Y position of a sprite

because a new Y position will only be accepted

after the representation has been completed.

Let's hope that Manfred finds the demo and

hasn't fooled us as well... we'll keep you abreast

of all the news! Ivr)

How the C64 got into the Pentium CPU

And yet another case of a GO64! mare's nest.

Many of you might have already suspected that

the article on silicon graphics at the heart of the

latest GigaHertz CPUs by Intel was a belated

attempt of an April fool's joke. Those of you

who actually took the time and visited the web

page of the National High Magnetic Field

Laboratory at

http://micro.inagnet.fsu.edu/creatures

(unfortunately there was a little spelling mistake

in the URL we printed in thcGO64! April issue,

but the web page really exists!), found lots of

other interesting things exempting the

'C64rulez' picture. None the less, there are lots

of other beautiful (and actually existing!)

silicon graphics.

It didn't take me very long to produce the actual

fraud, and although I hate to admit it, it was

done on a PC. First, I searched the 'creatures'

homepage for an appropriate picture to work

with [longhorn.jpg]. This picture was large

enough to be manipulated. I used a word

processing program to format the text in an

adequate size and TrueType font

{'commodore64-v511.tif) with the attribute

'outline'. This font also contains the

Commodore symbol. Then I copied the text and

the image to an image processing software, thus

converting the text into a graphic which I first

inverted and then blurred [64.jpg]. With a

solarisation effect filter (overexposure leads to a

partly negative representation) a second

inversion ofthe graphic and some changes in the

color settings I achieved the next version of the

image [C64-2.jpg]. By carefully blurring the

picture and various other minor corrections of

the color settings I reached the final version of

the picture [C64-3.jpg]. I pasted this into the

original. After a few pixel corrections done by

hand the picture was literally picture-perfect

[C64ruiez.jpg]. You will have to admit that the

lines of text and conductor circuits are virtually

indistinguishable in either color or structure,

aren't they?

So far, the C64 as silicon graphic on the Pentium

CPU is just a fantasy but maybe a chip designer

somewhere out there will eventually turn this

fantasy into reality. Possibly this silicon graphic

already exists in a Pentium CPU somewhere but

hasn't been discovered yet? So folks, screw open

all the Intel PCs you can lay your hands on, take

out the CPU and crack the cases! Ifyou have the

necessary microscope it should be easy to find

out if there isn't somewhere ...

Reinhard Kratzberg (gb)

This article and the graphics can also be found

under

http://home.t-online.de/home/mysoft/

gigaherz.htm



A/IODP/ay - interview

with its programmer
We didn't miss the opportunity to interview the author of ModPlay,

Nate Dannenberg.

o
o

by Matte Mundi

GO64!: Please introduce yourself to our

readers.

Nate: My name is Nate Dannenberg. I was

born in Chanute Kansas about 25years ago

(was it really that long ago?). I've lived in the

Mulvane KS arcasincc about 1987 or so, and

have been messing with Commodore

computers sincearound 1986.

About the time that I got my first C128

(which wasn't long after I got myfirst C64, of

course), I finally got the impression from the

PC crowd thatthe constant "upgrade now,

your machine is obsolete" idea was not going

tostop, and so I decided that I wasn't going to

become a part of that ratrace.

I decided to stick with Commodore, because

I knew at least a little aboutthe machines'

capabilities back then, and I had the

impression that themachine was going to be

around for a long time.

Of course I had no idea it would go as far as

it has to date, butnevertheless, that's where

my decision stood. I guess it's a good thing

Idropped out of that race early, before I had

invested countless thousands ofdollars in

PC's and constant upgrades.

GO64!: How did you get the idea of writing

a MOD playerfor the Commodore?

Nate: Originally it started with a rumor I had

heard, that said that MarkDickenson's

DigiPlayer could handle MODs. Come to

find out, it couldn't. So, I set out looking for

information about MODs. Soon, with some

help froma few friends I met on IRC, I came

up with enough technical data to write alittle

"reader". It's only job was to tell me about

the file, decode thepattern tables, and so on.

That led to an actual player. The first

versionof the player could only handle

samples of about 8KB in length, and

soundedvery poor, with only a 4 kHz mixing

rate, on the C128.

GO64!: How long did it take you to write the

MOD player? Wasn't it hard to develop

it?

Nate: It took about a year from the time 1

found my first text filedescribing it until I

finally had a working, presentable player. It

wasquite a task to write, and at some points it

seemed almost fruitless - wouldit ever work

right'.' Why does this channel keep resetting

to 0? Why doesthe player keep slowing

down suddenly? You get the idea :-)

Looking back on it now, it's actually not that

complex of a program -certainly not as

complex as, say, a Web Browser or

something of that nature.The MOD format is

very easy to understand, and now that I know

how to mixsamples in realtime, the actual

code to make it happen isn't that difficultto

understand.

GO64!: What do you, as the author of the

product, think of it? Is it great like this or is

there room for improvements?

Nate: I think it needs a lot of work, as there

are so many things aboutthe program that

just seem 'outdated'. The biggest problem I

see with itright now is that it doesn't support

any of my modem hardware, except thatthe

C64 version can work with a SCPU at 20

MHz.

The secondary problem with it is the poor

user interface and lack of any"savc" function

(referring to the C64 version).

The CI28 version's interface is much better

(based on Mark Dickenson'sStereoPlayer 64

menu screen), but still out of date. What's

ironic is thatthe C128 version with it's

improved interface actually came first. The

C64version, with it's plain menu and missing

playback display, followed when Igot a

Super CPU.

GO641: The last update of MODplay was

over a year ago. Why development has

beenstopped? Will it be continued?

Nate: Development was underway until a

few months ago, when I had a HardDrive

crash (yep, even a Commodore can suffer a

HD crash). Everything that Ididn't have

backups for was lost completely, including

all of my MOD filesand the Modplay 64 v 1.2

source code, along with all of my other

Nate Dannenberg, author of

ModPlay 64/128. This picture

was taken by himself with a

QuickCam connected to his

C64.

music files(WAV, SIDplayer) and some

GEOS utilities.

The 1.2 version was about 90% complete

before the crash. It was basically aminor

upgrade and bug fix, and was to be a single,

100% Machine Languageprogram (with all

of it's tables and such generated by forumlas

instead ofhaving to be loaded). The curent

versions of Modplay are part BASIC,

partML, with several individual files to

accomplish different tasks or

providedifferent features.

Development isn't COMPLETELY halted

though - I've been playing around with afew

updates to Modplay 128, to make it Super-

CPU compatible, since I stillhave the source

code for that program. As well, I still have

the Source codeto Modplay 64 vl.l. 1 have

only my internet provider (Southwind

IntemetAccess, Inc) to thank for this, as

those source code files were stored in

myWeb directory on my dial-up shell

account!

Eventually I'll continue development - it's

just a matter of getting theenergy (and

incentive) to re-write that lost Modplay 64

vl.2 code. It was alot of work writing the

code thai was lost in the HD crash, twice as

much aswriting the BASIC+ML version

that's available now.

I sec a "Mod4Win" look-a-like as the future

of Modplay 64 and 128. I likethe program's

user interface, and I especially like the

presentation of theEffect Commands panel

when a MOD file is playing. It has to be a

hundredtimes more efficient than the display

I am using in Modplay 128.

Since Modplay 64 doesn't even have a

playback display, this would also addsome

sorely needed 'glitz' to that program, as it is

rather plain. Thisdoesn't mean the program

will become all 'glitz' and no content -



certainlynot. The code behind that interface

will improve to be the best player lean come

up with.

GO64!: Will there be a version for the

SuperCPU RamCard (instead of the REU) ?

Nate: Yes. This was part of the plan for

Modplay 64 v2.0. I've done some"paper

programming" to make this doable, but I see

some slowdowns in thatcode that 1 do not

like. It is likely that support for additional

RAMdevices like Super RAM will come at

the cost of speed. Super RAM will

stilloperate faster than an REU, but not as

fast as would be possible with aprogram

written solely for SuperRAM.

First, however, I have to get Modplay 64

vl.2 written. The All-ML aspect ofit will be

a requirement to make the other features 1

have in mind possible.

GO64!: Do you intend to include some kind

of optional fastloader to accelerate loading

ofthe rather long MODfiles?

Nate: No. The way I figure it, if a user has a

machine that can play a MOD(that is, a C64

or C128) and a device that's suiteable for

storing MODs (al58) or higher), they most

likely have some sort of turbo-disk system )

likeJiffyDOS) in place anyway.

That said, there are some slow places in the

Loader. 1 figure I can give ita pretty good

boost in speed, depending on the type of

MOD being loaded. Thebig problem with

this is that the loader is partially in BASIC,

whichexplains why it seems to take so long

just to load even the smallest file.

full multitasking GUI-basedsystem,

something like Windows 95 or 98. As many

users are probably award don't like

Windows in terms of it's implementation (it's

slow, bloated.and full of bugs). However, I

do like it's ease of use and it's interface.

At the time of this writing, I haven't seen

CLiPS or GEOS MP3 in operation.However,

Wheels realls hauls tail compared to

previous operating systems.

GO641: Thanks for the talk and best wishes

for your future projects.

GO64!: What other

currently working on ?

Nate: You're quite welcome.

For users who want to contact me, here is my

info:

Snail:

Digital Audio Concepts

c/o Nate Dannenberg

1437 N Hillside Road

Mulvane KS 67110

Tel: 316 777 0988

natedac@ kscable.com

http://home.kscable.com/natedac

projects are you

Nate: At this point most of my projects are

more or less on the back bumer,somc due to

lack of interest, some due to other factors.

GO641: What do you think of the current

development in the area of SuperCPU-

supporting operating systems • Wheels,

MegaPatch 3 and now even CLiPS?

Nate: I think the more programs we have

that support the Super CPU, thebetter. While

I don't advocate competing OS's like Wheels

vs. GEOS MP3 (Ithink the two projects

should be combined into one), I still think

every bitof support is important.

That said, what I want to see in the future is a

Hardware

*** The Computer-Specialist
C16 - C116 - PLUS/4 - 1541 - 1551 - 1571 - 1581 - C64

Drucker -1530 -1531 - VC20 - C128 - C128D - PC

rinter-Spooler, Books, 256KB RAM

Extension for P4, C16-C116-P4-C64-

1541-1551-1581 exchange-units and

PCBs, Mouse with adapters and driver,

RS232-Centronics+data transfer

nterfaces, with software, increased

powerunits, 1200 + 1400 mA for

16/C116, romlisting 3.5 , mailbox-

working, EPROMs,

handbooks+manuals, module,

oysticks, disks, 1EC488 interface, P4 in

German, 64KB REU for C16/C116,

'Das grofte PLUS4 Buch" for 19,50

DM, "Das grofie C64 Buch" for 29,80

DM, dataset-justage II

Special offers: Power supplies, printer,

16/C116, monitors, computers,

floppie-heads, PCBs 1541 II,

Commodore ICs, transistors, etc.

| Software

Free-, PD-, Shareware,

i userprograms, data-transfer, RS232,

Centronics, superbase, FIG-

| FOURTH, LOGO, ULTRA-FORTH,
Game- USA- + Hungaria Soft.

Turbotape Super for 64KB C16/C116.

All disks total full with 170KByte.

Programs each 9,50 DM, GEOS,

PAOS for P4, Sound, speach and

imodulsoft. Original GEOS 3.5 for

■C16/C116/Plus4 + 1551, copy and

| crackprograms, machine-language,

ICALC + SCRIPT in German, nibbler,

jetc.

Discount for disks:

5 10 15 20 30 50 75 pieces

,1520 25 30 40 50 60 % discount

now only 9,50 DM PER DISK

Repair and service: Advising service daily 9 am to 8 pm
Repair from 29,50 DM + material in 24 hours. All original spareparts modul. Cable,

adapters. RAMs, plugs, extensions, single parts. Floppy repair from 39,50 DM +

material. Keyboards, modulaters, crystals, all power supplies, exhanging-units and
PCBs, LEDs, circuit-diagrams, ICs, paddle+cable for 1551, paddle-sticks for C64,

eprom-banks with 12x switch and 2x6 set places, shielding for 1551 for noises

keyboard cleaning, utility modules with your own software or standards...

One everytime new bonus-disk per order and informations with

tips and tricks and our big advising service for the costumers

*** ELEKTRONIK - TECHNIK ***

Ing. Uwe Peters VDI/DGQ
Tannenweg 9, D-24610 Trappenkamp, Germany

Tel.: 0049 43 23/39 91 FAX/MODUM/DFU 4415

*** ***



WORLD WATCH
by Rainer Buchty

This month's focus: Digitizing Data

HELLO

WORLD/
"Commencing digitization!" - in "Captain

Power" the TV series, this meant you were

sentenced to death. In real life, however,

being digitized is a lot less drastic...

Analog vs. Digital

The world sometimes appears to talk

primarily Visa or MasterCard (as we know

from advertising), but above all that, it's

analog. This means that measured values are

located in a continuum, rather than on discrete

points. Take a simple line, for example: in real

life it appears perfectly smooth, not at ail like

a staircase. On a C64 monitor, however, it will

never appear as realistic as in nature. The

reason is simple, the 64's display hardware is

unable to fit the single dots of the line

together so tightly that our eye would see

them as a continuous line. As a matter of

fact, a laser printer is doing exactly the same

thing, but with pixels the size of a single toner

particle.

The word "digital" is derived from latin

"digitus". i.e. "finger". The idea is, that you

(figuratively) put your finger onto each

reading point. And that's what it has to do

with the example above: each pixel in the

computer represents a reading point. This

might give you an idea how to avoid the

"staircase effect" if you could - by increasing

the resolution, that is, by reducing the

intervals between readings.

Going from Analog to Digital...

How can an analogue signal be converted into

separate, discrete readings?

Admittedly, this is a slightly difficult matter.

The naive method would be to use direct

comparisons to convert the signal to be

digitized into the appropriate bit patterns.

This method works extremely fast, which is

why A/D converters that work this way are

known as "flash converters".

There's a snag, however: you need a

comparator for every possible reading point.

Since we know that a resolution of, for

instance, eight bits allows for 256 different

reading points, we know that we'd need 256

comparators to build an 8bit flash converter,

plus an encoder that maps all those

comparators' states onto an eight bit value.

Well, there's a more trivial and much slower

way, which is called successive

approximation: it uses a digital-to-analog

converter to generate a reference value which

is compared to the measurand (the signal

being measured). The reference value is

generated using a counter, which begins to

count upwards from zero when the conversion

starts, and incremcnls as long as the reference

value is smaller than the measurand. The final

state of the counter is used as the digital

approximation of the analog measurand -

which means that in the worst case (if the

mcasurand has the highest possible value), the

counter has to pass through all its possible

states. This delay can be a problem, since the

sampling of analog signals may not take more

than a specified amount of time (as

determined by the sample rate - see below for

a diagram).

Nyquist and Shannon

Those two gentlemen have invented the so-

called sampling theorem, which states thai the

highest scannable frequency is exactly half

the sampling frequency. What does it mean?

Take your CD player, for example: it

reproduces music data at a rate of 44.1 kHz.

and therefore, 22.05 kHz is the highest

frequency it can play.

But what happens if this theorem is violated?

Figuratively, the signal to be scanned runs

away from the sampling, and instead of the

desired signal the scanning yields strange or

out of place frequencies generated by the

"incorrect" scanning. The following figure

might clarify this:

■■-'!-■

These so-called aliasing frequencies are most

pronounced if a signal is transposed down, i.e.

if they're reproduced at a rate below the

sampling frequency. Therefore, the unwanted,

high-frequency portions of the signal are

usually cut off using something called a low

pass filter: ideally, only frequencies below the

Nyquist frequency pass this filter, and thus the

aliasing effect is avoided.

Ok, the Sample is in Memory - What

Now?

Of course, sampling would be pretty much

useless, unless there are ways to re-render the

digital data. Reproducing analog signals from

digital values is quite easy, it is done using a

network of resistors, called an R-2R ladder,

due to its particular qualities (see below):



In order to smooth a "staircase" shaped

signal, the restored signal is sent through a

low-pass filter once more.

Sample Rates and Resolutions

There are regular religious wars taking place

among audiophiles: the purists say that a

digital recording can never be as "warm" and

"smooth" as an analog one, and the more

moderate listeners just argue about the

optimal sampling rate and resolution. But

what's behind all of this?

Practically, the resolution regulates the

difference between levels: the more bits you

use for the resolution, the smoother the

staircases (sic). The sampling rate, on the

other hand, controls the width of the steps.

With this example in mind, it should be

obvious that both values are linked with each

other - what use is it to sample at only 1 kHz

at 24 bits resolution? For that matter, what

about the other way around: why should one

sample at 64 kHz, if the resolution is only one

bit, mapping the signal into a bunch of sqaure

waves?

On the C64, we know two different

resolutions, with the first being the traditional

one, when we abuse the volume register to

play samples, which yields four bits, and thus

16 levels. However, if you mix two samples,

as some digi players do, the resolution of

each of the two original samples must be

reduced to three bits only, e.g. eight different

levels per sample value. By the way,

professional studios avoid this effect by using

24 bit recording for mastering: even if eight

16-bit samples are combined, that is, mixed,

the resulting resolution will be 19 bits. Alas,

we on the C64 can only dream of the memory

capacities and computation speeds needed for

this.

During the last few years, 12 bit digi players

have come into vogue: instead of the volume

register, those players abuse pulse width

modulation (PWM), which results in a

resolution of 4096 different levels.

Unfortunately, this method has an unpleasant

characteristic: a high whistling noise which is

the carrier frequency upon which the sample

is impressed by PWM.

Sample Rates in the Course of Time

Back in the good old times, 3.4kHz were

considered good enough by the telephone

companies - which lead to the typical "phone

sound": this bandwith easily suffices for

speech, but music is really hard to transmit.

In the audio field, 8 bits at 32kHz were "high

quality" for a long time - the processor speeds

and memory costs simply didn't allow any

more. When the CD was introduced in the

mid-1980's, the values increased to 44.1kHz/

16bits. which in turn gave rise to an

improvement of the studio equipment as

described above.

And today, in the age of the DVD, people

even think about using 96 kHz/24bit - it's up

to your personal impression if you can hear

any difference...

MCSoft
Megacom Software Langenfelder Hof 1 78652 Deisslingen Germany

phone: 0049 74201324 fax; 0049 7420 2608

Internet: www.MCSoft.de email: MCSoft@telda.net

GEOS V2.0 Software MeaaPatch64/128 V3.0

GeoCom V1.5 (GEOS programming tool) 39,-DM

For GEOS64 and GEOS128 (40/80)

TopDeski 28 V3.5 or TopDesk64 V3.5 25,-DM

New desktop which supports

all CMD drives and has windowing capabilities.

TopDesk64/128V3.5 Update from V3.xx 15,-DM

HP DeskJet/Epson printer driver V2 25,-DM
for GEOS64 and 128, includes interpolation routines.

Prints all colors within GeoPaint.!

MegaTools V2 (for GEOS V2.0) 10,-DM

GEOS tools for Geos64 and Geos128 incl. Turbo128 Patch

64net:
64net full version incl. 1,5 meter cable 99,-DM
Now deliverable again! The alternate to CMD's HD.

Use the harddisc of your PC (from 286er upward) as a

normal drive for your C64 or C128. Up to 4(!) C64/C128 usable in a

network! Connection over Userport of C64/C128 to parallel port of

PC. Usabie in Basic mode and with GEOS/MegaPatch! Full usable

with SCPU! Printing over PC when using GEOS. Cable length up to

30 meter possible!

The new GEOS version made in Germany!

Both versions also for American GEOS kernel!

With printed English manual and new desktop!

Supports SCPU, RAMLink, HD, FD, 1581,1571, 1541 and

all RAM expansions; new Configure, filebox, task

switcher, printer spooler, screensaver, screen hardcopy.

MegaPatch64 or 128 V3.0 69,-DM

(incl. TopDesk64 or 128 V4.1 full version)

MegaPatch64 or 128 V3.0' 8,-DM
(incl. TopDesk64 o. 128 V4.1 update from V3.xx)

GeoDos V2.95 english 5,-DM

(Freeware program... Or download it from our web page.)

MegaPatch available in different disk format:

1541 /1571 / 1581-DD / 1581-HD (CMD-FD)

Pay with your VISA or MasterCard!

Shipping costs fora parcle:

Airmail:

Normal mail:

16.-DM

8.-DM

USA support: The World of Merlancia Inc.

3516A West Cactus Road Phoenix, Arizona 85029

phone: (602)-789-0956/896-1338

http://www.merlancia.com/mersoft.html

email: merlancia(5)aol.com
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It's Magic

Ages ago, in a time which we only know by

legends, there was a wonderful, beautiful

group of islands in the middle of an endless

ocean. There, all animals lived together in

peace. The place was called Dream Islands.

One of those peaceful animals was Tom Paw.

He was a little tomcat, young and intelligent.

He lived on one of the eight islands, but he

was longing for faraway worlds. So he

decided to leave the islands to explore the

world. But no one had ever tried this before.

SO Tom didn't know how to do it. So he went

to a wizard who lived on a more distant

island of Dream Islands and hoped lo get a

magic potion from him. But the wizard

wasn't able to help. Tom however didn't

want to quit his big dream, he had to do

something about it and so he stayed with the

wizard to become his apprentice. Tom

learned a lot about magic and apart from

that, he learned to read in books where he

found out how (he outside world looked like.

One day, when the wizard left the house to

look for some rare plants, Tom realized that

his chance had arrived to fulfill his dream,

and so for the first time he opened the thick

book of the wizard. There he found a

formula which looked perfect to him and

mixed the magic potion. He drank it, took

the magic sphere and even before he had

finished speaking the magic formula

"Asimbri Asana Degrani". colorful clouds

appeared and Tommy's adventure began...

Turn on your

adventure:

C64 and experience his

Tom wakes up on an island which is totally

unknown to him. He remembers things he

has read about the outside world. The books

said it consists of three island groups with a

total of 24 islands. There are the islands of

the green mountains, the white islands of the

snow forests and the red islands of the hot

volcanos. He also had read that on every

island there are some little creatures and a

big monster, which guard various magic

potions.

Help Tom, else he is completely on his own

and can not survive. Your C64 will bring you

to him and so you can help him on his

voyage over the island groups. Find all

pieces of the magic crystal and collect magic

potions, so Tom can return home before the

wizard comes back!

Game controls:

Joystick in port 2.

Press fire in the title screen to proceed to the

game.

In the name:

Joystick up: Jump, Tommy!

Joystick left/right; Run, Tommy!

Fire button: Show what you have learned.

Tommy. Throw a magic flash!

Run/Stop: Take a break, Tom and you, and

relax... to go on, press fire.

Extras:

Round symbol

"L": Extra Life Round symbol

"S": Shield Round symbol

"D": Destruction - a very mighty magic

formula. It makes Tommy invulnerable and

everything he meets will be destroyed. The

power of this formula makes your screen

grey.

Highscore Menu:

Joystick up/down, left/right to enter your

name.

Thanks from the GO64! to the programmer

team for its excellent work:

Game Design: Andre Zschiegner. Dirk

Heinrich, Sandra Moths, Norman Zschiegner

Programming: Andre Zschiegner

Graphics: Dirk Heinrich

Music: Mark Waldaukat

FX: Andre Zschiegner

Script: Norman Zschiegner

Test Plavers: Sandra Moths. Norman

Zschiegner

Thanks to the group "Onslaught" for the

NTSC-Fix. (wg)



Play MODules on your

Commodore!

ModPlay64/128 is a program

which makes it possible - for the

first time - toplay the famous

"Module" music files, familar

from Amiga, on your

Commodoreequipped with an

REU! An additional SuperCPU

wouldn't harm...

by Malic Mund!

There are two versions of Modplay, one for the

C64, one for the C128,supporting 80 column

display. Both versions require an REU, as

module musicfiles are usually quite long. After

loading the Modplay64, it generates sometables

which are needed for playing the music, mixing

the samples and so on.

Make your selection

ModPlayer supports al! kinds of CMD drives,

so you are able to load theoften long module

files from your FD, HD or RAMLink. After

having loaded amod file, it is time to decide

about the play parameters. Modplay offers

avariety of options. In the case you own a

second SID (like SID Symphony orDualSID),

this can be used my Modplay. As modules

contain digitizedinstruments in 8 bit resolution,

played in 4 channels, but the SID onlysupports

4 bits in one channel, a 2nd SID will give a

better sound quality,because less mixing is

required. However, writing to I/O devices like a

SIDslow down the SuperCPU, which results in

a lower playback rate. But asmodules support

stereo (two voices left, two right), you can have

this with two SIDs aswell. Most people will

only own one SID. Modplay offers to mix

everything into one 4 bit SID digi. But you can

The simple loading screen doesn't ex

press the program's power

also choose the special 8bit PWM sampling

technique to achieve a better quality (only with

aSuperCPU). A very special and outstanding

option is the support of an 8 bitDAC (digital-

analog-converter) connected to the User Port of

yourCommodore. A device of this kind is the

DigiMax. which provides 4 channelsin 8 bit

rcsoltion. It is available at a low price via the

author ofModplay, and can also be build using

schematic diagrams which can be foundin the

first issue of DisOovery, an online "tech"

magazine.

Play the music!

After having selected the output device and

have loaded a mod, it can beplayed. It's a great

feeling to hear the mod - it's the first time

everthat a C64 or CI28 plays this kind of

music! However, one of the firstthings to notice

is the relatively low quality on an unaccelerated

computer. This is no fault of the Modplay

program, but of the many operations whichhave

to be done to convert and play the music in

realtime. The C64 versionsupports the

SuperCPU (mixing rates up to 42 kHz then). A

C128 with its 2MHz can achieve up to 12 kHz.

The quality in 4 bits standard SID is

alreadyquite good, but usually the 8 bit PWM

sampling is better. Unfortunately, thelatter play

routine produces some noise sometimes which

is due to a kind ofexperimental programming.

Quality with two SIDs is not as much better as

Neicowe to Play 64 vi.i 2x3^1998

Load nodule
Play Module
Change Play Mode

Stereo [On 1
Uoi Fix [On 1

Change Device
Directory
DOS Co«Mand
SID #2 [07003
Dither [On 3
Exit Modplay

A lot of op

tions areavail-

ableto provide

the best quali

ty possible

Computer speed is L MHz

No Song Loaded (Device 8>

Playback Dev : Standard SID in 4 Bits

onewould expect. The absolutely best music

quality can of course be achievedwith the

userport DAC mentioned above. Unfortunately,

until now Modplay isthe only program which

supports that hardware.

Fine tuning

To get the best result for an individual module

music, there are line tuneoptions. These are

fixed volume for the newer 'low volume' 8580

SID chips.and dithering on/off. Dithering

usually generates more background noise

butprovides more accurate sound. Also try

switching between 4 bit standard SIDand 8 bit

PWM sampling - sometimes 4 bit standard

sounds better than S bitPWM! After a change

of the play mode/output device, a new pitch

table has tobe calculated. This takes a quite

long while on stock machines, but docsn'trcally

disturb on a SuperCPU-equipped system.

And what else?

The main task of Modplayer is of course

playing mod music - and this task is performed

greatly. However, some musics and samples

sound a bit strange.According to the author,

there are still some bugs in the play routine

andthe current version is not meant to be the

final version of ModPlay. See ourinterview

with Nate Dannenbcrg, programmer of

Modplay. for more intercstinginformation!

Other options Modplay offers are showing the

mod "info", whichoriginally was the sample

names but usually is used to put

littleinformation messages into the mod. You

can also send a DOS command fromModplay

as well as change the device number the mod is

loaded from.

The current version of Modplay 128 doesn't

support dual SIDs yet. Allversions ofModplay

require an REU. The RAM of a SuperRAM

card is not yetused, as the program was

developed prior to the release of that card.

Modplay is a great program, which can be

called innovative since it for thefirst time makes

possible to play module music on the C64/128.

Well, thereis not much sense in writing more -

you have to hear the music. So tryModplay64/

128 now - it's free!

Download:

http://www.kscable.com/natedac/

modplay.htm!

What are MODs or modules?

Modules are music files commonly created on

the Amiga using programs like Protracker.

During the years the "MOD" file format

became a standard formusics on Amiga and

PC. Modules usually are 4 voice-musics, each



voice canhave an own volume and plays one of

a number of "samples". Samples aredigitizcd

instruments or parts of music. By playing the

samples at differenlspeeds, higher and lower

tones can be created. There are also some

effectssuch as Arpeggio and Portamento. By

composing a module using samples, a

verygood "real-sounding" music can be created

without requiring huge amounts ofmemory.

Efficient high-quality Digital audio

compression schemes like MPEG-3didn't exist

at the time the module format was created - on

the one handpeople did not know how to

compress audio yet, on the other hand the

machines at that time (Amiga 500 at 7 MHz)

would have been too slow todecompress in

realtime. Thus, modules were a great

compromise, because lOseconds of digitized

music at medium quality already took at least

100 KB ofmemory. Decent modules can play

for several minutes and range from 50 KB upto

300 KB in average. To get your hands on

module music, you could eitherask a local

Amiga user to copy some for you (Amigas can

write to DD MS-DOSdisks which you can read

with your 3.5" drive) or download some from

theinternet: Visit for example the Videogames

Music Preservation Archive, whichoffers a lot

of decent mods, at:

http://hangar I8.campus.luth.se/~vgpa/

Or enter Aminet at

http://www.aminet.org/~aminet/

and go to the modssubdirectory. For more sites

about mods, visit the ModRing at

http://miso.wwa.com/-daf/modring.htmi
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Dreams Digi-Driver (DDD)

The Dreams Digi-Driver is an

utility which makes it possible to

play digitized sounds directly

from a CMD Hard Drive without

loading them into C64 memory

first.

by Chrtstoph Theten

As a result, the samples are not limited to 64KB

anymore but can easily be some megabytes in

size, depending on the free space of your HD.

The data is loaded via a special parallel cable,

because the serial bus of the C64 is far too slow

for that job. The layout of the cable is given in

the box below.

PLAY THIS FILE "THUNDER.DIGI"

RETURN TO DIRECTORY
30LD_SII>_
RATE >$5G

PLAY FILE

PRESS RUN/STOP TO STOP PLAYING

Usage

After starting the file, "DDD V2.0", with RUN,

the program first looks for a CMD HD and then

checks if the parallel cable is connected

properly. If an error occurs, you will get a

specific message. Otherwise, the current

directory is loaded and displayed.

Now you can select the file to be played. For

that, use "cursor up/down" to move the red bar

onto the entry. In case there are more than 15

entries in the directory, just 15 will be

displayed, and the rest will be scrolled in with

the movement of the bar. When the desired

entry is under the bar, press RETURN to select

it.

Changing to sub-directories is as simple.

Locate the bar onto it and press RETURN. To

go to the previous directory, use the "<—" key. If

you want to go to the root directory, just press

"I". Within a 1581 partition, "/" has the same

effect. With "P" you can take advantage of one

of the main features of a CMD Hard Drive -

partitions. All available partitions will be

displayed like a directory. You can use the same

keys as above (cursor up/down, RETURN) to

select one. By pressing "H", you get an

overview of all commands of the DDD.

After you selected a file for playing, you will

see a menu, which is also controlled with

cursor up/down and RETURN. The first option,

"Return to Directoiy". takes you back to the file

selector, where you can choose a new file.

"Play File" actually plays the sample. While it's

playing, you can press RUN/STOP to cancel

anytime. The option "old/new SID" adapts the

play routine to your kind of SID. If you don't

know which type you have, try and use the

selection which sounds better. There is no way

your choice can hurt the hardware, so just play

around.

The last option in this menu is "Rate". Here the

playing frequency is adjusted. A rate of 80

means that every 80 cycles one byte will be

processed. Input can be decimal or

hexadecimal values. Furthermore, the cursor

keys are active. When you have heard enough

samples, you can quit the program by pressing

C= and X.

Where to get samples?

Sadly, the corresponding routine to this player,

the digi-recorder, never left the experimental

phase. So right now, you can only listen to

already existing samples or use the help of a

"big" computer. For example, on PCs there is a

program called "KONVI", which converts

WAV files to C64 digi-format. These can be

played with DDD directly. You can get

"KONV1" from various FTP servers or BBSes

for free. But by using a parallel cable and some

extra memory, a C64-based solution of this

problem should be possible as well, if

somebody finds or even codes such an utility,

please let us know.

(ws)

The parallel cable is required to run the DDD.

It does not replace the serial cable, so both

cables have to be plugged in.

13-pin pa

rallel plug of the

CMD Hard Drive

pin 4

pin 5

pin 8

pin 9

pin 11

pin 12

pin 13

pin 14

C64

Uscrport

pin d

pin h

pin c

pin I

P'nj

pin f

pink

pin e
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A small "Stereo" DAC Card
for Nate Dannenberg's Modplay
The layout was created from the details in DisC=overy issue 1 in

an article written by Nate. I assume you all know about Modplay?

An amazing piece of software that allows us to play "MOD" music

files on our Commodores...

by Colin J. Thomson

Why an external card?

For a much improved sound from our

Commodores using Modplay, Nate came

up with a design for a small circuit [hat uses a

DAC (Digital to Analogue) Chip, that plugs into

to the User Port. From that I created this small

PCB as seen in the Photo.

Hook this up to either your Stereo monitor and

a Stereo amplifier of some kind and be prepared

to be amazed! Modplay be setup to use the Sid

Chip, but this DAC PCB design gives a much

improved sound and is very simple to build..

An REU (Commodore, CMD-REU or clone)

is required for Modplay

Parts list

4. Ik, 5 or 10% tolerance 1/4 watt Resistors,

1. single sided PCB (printed circuit board),

1. MAX505ACNG DAC chip, (note the

ACNG) this is the 24 pin DIL version,

1. 24 pin DIL IC socket,

1. User Port connector (2* 12 way 0.156")

6. Vero Pins,

2. 0.1 uF (micro farad) disc ceramic capacitors

(optional see ADDITIONAL NOTES)

And some miniature screened cable and a

suitable connector and some thin insulated

cable (wire wrap will do fine).

Construction is very easy.. After etching and

cleaning the board (GO64! 9/1999) (The track

layout is almost to scale or you can use Etch

Resist transfers as I did) you can fit the parts. Fit

the User port connector to the board, this is done

by soldering the bottom row of pins to the row

of pads on the PCB, the top row of pins then sit

above the top/component side of the board. This

can be seen in the photo.

Next I would fit the IC socket, taking care which

way round the "notch" is, this denotes where pin

1 is. After this fit the 6 vero pins, three for the

audio output and the others are for x,y and z.

Then the four Ik resistors and the wire link.

Now we have to fit the three links (x,y, and z)

from the board (vero pins) to the appropriate

pins on the user port connector (top row) use

thin gauge insulated wire. This is clearly seen in

the photo.

Next up, is to connect the cable for the audio

output to the three vero pins using the miniature

screened cable, as seen in the diagram the order

is Ground, Right and Left... Yes its stereo!

Terminate the leads with a suitable connector(s)

to plug into the monitor or amplifier. Now last of

all plug the IC into the socket taking note of the

"Notch" which denotes pin 1.. And thats it!

Make sure your computer is off. plug in the

board and enjoy..

Additional Notes

(1) The three wire links on the top of the board

to the User Port connector, could of course be

"tracks" if your good enough to make the PCB

"Double Sided" which in this design is very

easy to do.

(2) I also found that I need to add two small

capacitors in "scries" to each audio output to

add some "DC blocking" due to the strange

input circuit of my monitor. You could add the

extra pads to the track design if you like..

(3) Where to get the MAX505ACNG DAC

chip:

Maxim Integrated Products, Inc.

120 San Gabriel Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA

408-737-7600

or 800-998-8800 (USA/Canada)

Fax:408-737-7194

General inquiries: info@maxim-ic.com

http://www.maxim-ic.com/

Some other International phone No's:

Austria 0800-295-954

France 01 39 30 1900

Germany (089) 857 99 0

Italy (039) 605 8555

UK (0118) 930 3388

US/Canada 408-737-7600

2001 Electronics Ltd

Pin Green Ind. Estate

Stevenage

England

http://www.200lelec.co.uk/

Telephone: 01438 74 2001

Fax: 01438 74 2002
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...a seemingly neverending topic. Again and again I receive letters from readers asking for advice. All

their questions are based on the topic which hardware GEOS requires, which hardware would be

useful, and which would be recommendable in particular.

o

o

by Niko Malccki

Depending on the requirements of their

work and the size of their purse the

answer would turn out rather differently. The

motto "buy everything, then you can't miss a

thing" doesn't meet the point here. For this

reason Til pick up this topic today and I will

try to give an answer to as many people

interested in it as possible. Because the

GEOS-system is quite aged by now I start

from the very beginning with Adam and Eve.

What is GEOS?

What is GEOS actually? GEOS is a software-

controlled operating system, that, during

execution, makes the stock operating system

invisible - GEOS covers it. It is comparable to

"Windows" on a PC, Windows too covers the

normal DOS like a lid. After booting, GEOS

provides an own graphical user environment.

This environment in its basic version is called

"Desktop", which means as much as

"working place". Later on other solutions like

"Topdesk", '"Dualtop" or "DoubleDesk"

appeared. On this environment we mainly act

using a mouse, some commands are

additionally executable by key-shortcuts. So,

to use GEOS. we have to start it first. The

process of starting, which means the loading

of the operating system, checking the

hardware and initializing the system, is called

"booting".

When GEOS was released for the first time

Berkeley Softworks, the developers of GEOS.

wrote in their manuals that merely a floppy

1541 and a mouse or a joystick would be

required to boot GEOS.

This statement was, as we know today, quite

an embellishment. The publishers of GEOS

didn't have the courage to tell the users

clearly enough that this configuration would

indeed work, but that it would be more

frustrating than satisfying. The C64/CI28's

memory is simply too small to run a graphical

user environment by acceptable speed. This

modesty is quite unintelligible, considered

that Commodore already offered memory

expansions like the REUs (RAM Expansion

Unit) 1700, 1764 or 1750 for their popular

computers at that time. Only memory

expansions like these made it comfortable at

all to work at a satisfying speed. This fact was

not clearly stated at that time, and quite a few

C64/C128 users tried to use their shiny new

GEOS with this minimal configuration - and

hence angry, many of them banned GEOS to

the most far away drawer. But all in all it was -

thank god - only a minority of users that acted

like (his. The triumph of GEOS couldn't be

stopped though, since most of the users opted

emphatically for new hardware, and also

many companies supported GEOS at high

rates.

It started with a disk drive

After the early era of GEOS with just a floppy

1541 and perhaps an additional REU a second

phase followed, a fast floppy called 1581. Is

was a 3.5" floppy, which just used these small

disks providing nearly five times the memory-

capacity of a common 154i-disk's side. Now

the GEOS user could benefit from the

advantages of a fast floppy drive. The booting

of GEOS was significantly faster now.

Using a memory expansion with GEOS

(which is absolutely necessary), makes this

memory expansion act like a floppy. This

"RAM-floppy" behaves like a standard floppy

with all events taking place directly in

memory. There is no rotating motor,

everything is faster. A memory expansion

simulating a common floppy is called

"emulating". When the size of the added

memory is large enough, as for example larger

than 800KB (which is the capacity of a 1581-

disk), we have a RAM drive 1581. Only such

a configuration makes fun working, since as

an example we have a "real" 1581-floppy to

boot GEOS from, we have a fast RAM-1581

that we can use to store everything necessary

for work, and maybe also a 1541 for

"miscellaneous things".

By the way: Like a PC, GEOS shouldn't

principally operate on a (slow) disk drive, but

generally in the expansion memory (RAM).

So after booting we copy the programs needed

for our work into the memory expansion

(there are automatically working copy-

programs for this task), and from this lime on

every process takes place in the RAM. Only

the finished piece of work (text, graphic, etc.)

becomes finally stored on a real disk.

Well, enough about simple memory and disk

drives. GEOS could be much more pleasant,

if... yes. if we invested a little more money.

Everyone who decided to work with GEOS

would not want to go without this operating

system after a short time. However the

comfortable mouse controlled interface and

the fast speed of operation makes everyone

wish for more. Those people can be helped.

It is all about memory

Similar to a high-performance athlete also the

GEOS user always reaches for better results

and thus tries to increase the productivity.

Now a simple memory expansion will not be

enough any longer, because after turning the

computer off the contents of the memory is

lost. Okay, there were some special battery

back-up devices to keep the data in memory,

but these devices were still not that satisfying.

Only with the release of an expandable, power

supply and batter*' back-up supported

memory expansion called "RAMLink" arose

the perfect solution. The RAMLink is also a

memory expansion, but it is the "Rolls Royce"

among them. RAMLink conies with its own



power supply, to keep the data in memory.

Additionally it is possible to use a back-up

baltery (in case of a power failure). The size

ofa RAMLink's memory can be extended by

common SIMM-RAMs up to 16MB. Now

this device, which plugs into the expansion-

port, is capable to be used as a RAM-floppy,

and, depending on the size of the memory,

can emulate several, even different types of

disk drives. So we arc able to establish

several 1581, 1571 or 1541 disk drives in a

single RAMLink and safely store programs in

there.

Not only GEOS, but nearly all other

programs are able to run from a RAMLink.

The booting of GEOS will only take a few

seconds and the subsequent work is a real

pleasure. But if you think that's all we can do,

you are terribly wrong. On we go!

A hard disk is a must

Just like the PC-user likes his hard disk, of

course a C64/C128 user enjoys such a device,

too. The first usable hard disk solution for the

C64 was introduced by the US company

Creative Micro Designs (CMD). By the way

the RAMLink is also a product of CMD.

Fortunately, CMD decided to use a so called

SCSI controller when they designed those

hard drives. The major advantage of this

system is that there are many more SCSI

devices available that may be connected to

the SCSI port of the hard disk, for example

CD-ROM drives or ZIP-drives, but also

scanners and more.

A hard disk is an enormous help when it

comes to archive collected data, because an

advanced C64/CI28-uscr, may he be working

with GEOS or not. often owns a large amount

of tloppy-disks. The handling of many disks

is not an easy task as everybody knows (only

to mention the search for a certain program).

With the purchase of a hard disk the floppy-

disk becomes nearly useless. Every program

we have may now be stored on the hard disk.

These hard disks are available in different

sizes, the biggest one provides 4GB - and that

is a real mountain of disks (to be more

precise, it is more than 24,000 sides of 1541-

disks). That should be enough even for the

most megalomaniac user. Nevertheless,

normally we deal with more modest

proportions, but it is always good to know

that there is so much in reserve. Particularly

the GEOS-user, who is advanced among the

C64/C128-users, appreciates these immense

advantages. We are able to sort our results of

work systematically now. We could dedicate

an area just for texts together with all the

necessary programs to deal with them, we

could dedicate another area for our

spreadsheets and calculations, one area for

our drawings and paintings, one for games

and so on.

Attention, Formula 1 is approaching!

Well, now that we have improved our

computer a lot, it is stilt not a real racer. Only

when we add a SuperCPU we can say: "Only

flying creates a better sensation". That is not

an exaggerated statement, because now the

true racer feeling arises. No matter if we have

a C64 or a Cl28, such a booster is available

for either of them. This SuperCPU (also

manufactured by CMD) is a greai purchase

for all kinds of programs, and the more

GEOS has to calculate, the more pleasant

becomes the increase of speed compared to a

stock system. Since the graphical

environment of GEOS really uses the CPU to

it's limits, a performance boost will truely

increase your productivity. PC-people know it

sufficiently: if your PC lacks RAM and offers

too little megahertz there is not much to be

done. While it is essential for a PC it is more

luxury for us, certainly a very pleasant

luxury. Although each of us could use the

SuperCPU very well, it is not really essential,

just according to the motto: "Life is great but

expensive. You may have it cheaper bul not

so great".

And now back again to the disk drive. The

Commodore 1541 is widely spread, but since

the user knows about the advantages of a

1581, the 1541 will only play a minor role.

The advantages of 3.5" disks are far too clear:

larger size of memory, a solid case, less need

of space. So it is no miracle that, after the end

ai' Commodore and the 1581, a new

generation of disk drives was put to the

market. This new drive comes from the

company CMD as well and is called "FD

2000". It is a 3.5"-drive, too, and uses

standard PC drive with Commodore related

electronics. The advantage with this drive is

that not only the previous 800KB DD disks

can be used, but also the much cheaper HD

disks. These offer twice the amount of

storage space of a 1581 disk, namely 1,6 MB

and all of this space is ready to be used by our

system. That is a real delight for all GEOS

users, because as already mentioned, GEOS

needs a large amount of storage space.

What about printing?

Now I have covered a major part of available

hardware, but I still haven't mentioned the

peripheral devices. Particularly important

here is the item "printers". The era of good

old dot matrix printers has been over for some

years now. Nowadays a C64/C128 user prints

the great results of his work with an inkjet

printer. But also printing on laser printers is

no problem.

Many outstanding printing system programs

for GEOS arc available, providing truly

excellent results. As an example the printing

system "Print Text" should be mentioned.

"Print Text", in conjunction with an Epson

Stylus Color printer, produces colored

printouts with high-class quality.

Summary

When we review all the things we talked

about, we realize that a program -

respectively in this case the GEOS system -

runs more frictionless the more advanced the

hardware used is. Nowadays it is indeed not

praiseworthy anymore to say "On my

computer GEOS only runs with a 1541 and

nothing more" - modesty isn't requested any

longer.

The C64/C128-user wants to participate in

the beautiful new colorful world of the 21st

century, all necessary technical solutions for

our system are available. A fully extended

C64/C128-system is not a "poor-people-

system", everybody knows that. A C64 is not

only a touch of nostalgia and cult, on a

powerful and refined system you may also

work very well, PC superfluous. Parsimony is

not appropriate.

Enough for today, even if I could write a lot

more about GEOS. Maybe you encourage me

for more by sending me requests, suggestions

or wishes related to GEOS - don't hesitate!

My address, as always:

Nikolaus Malecki

Am Knollenberg I

D-42553 Neviges

Germany

Europe

O
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The structure of the average face (picture 1)

... turns out to be no simple task with the computer either.

Designing a person only consisting of dots which should still have

character is one of the most difficult tasks of a graphician. In

today's lesson, we would like to show you how to do it.

by Alexander "Mr, Quark" Teufel and Volker

Rust

For starters, it is easiest to have a frontal

view. Other perspectives would make

considerations of spatial distortion necessary,

which can quite easily lead to problems. Let's

begin with the anatomical basics (picture I).

Generally, a face has this structure: the eyes

are about in the middle of the head. The eyes

are about one eye's width apart. If you divide

the face into three areas of equal size, the

nose would be in the area in the middle, from

the temple base to the earlobes, so to speak.

Ears and nose have a similar length and

location. You can nearly always go with these

fundamentals.

Action Heroes

In the next example (picture 3), perspective

joins the fray. In this scene from a sequence

of the game "Total Recall", Arnold's head is

turned slightly to the right and raised. You

can see quite clearly, how the half of the face

to the left is stretched, while the one to the

right is shortened due to the turning. The

The ceiling

could use

some fresh

paint (pic

ture 3)

You should first start with the face. So you

begin drawing the general outline of the there are many different shapes. From "egg

face's shape. For the time being, you can head" to "pancake", many variants can be

ignore the hair. You should consider that thought of. Let's have a look at some faces

drawn in detail.

Here's Looking At You

Here we have a round shape (picture 2). The

color table is limited to the colors black,

brown, red. orange, light red, light gray, and

white, borders between different parts of the

face like nose, cheeks, or temple are made

plastic by means of light and shadow (light

and dark colors). Sharps lines should be

avoided, they are only needed for dark

shadows. In this case, the painter had to

struggle with the limited choice of colors and

resolution, as you can see for instance on the

nose's left side.

The close- up gives first insights (pic

ture 2)

color palette contains in this case light gray,

light red, orange, and brown which are

usually most appropriate for hide color. You

should also have a look at the black shadow

beneath the chin, which forms a transition

with the brown. In reality, this would also be

the case, since diffuse rays of light would

reach at least the outer border of areas

otherwise lying in the shade.

Even if restrained to shades of gray,

impressive results can still be achieved

(picture 4). The C64 does have three shades

of gray to whom black and white can be

added. Those few shades of color weren't

able to harm the hero from Lethal Weapon -

they look just like taken from real life and

every dot is on the right position. Light

shadows create the plastic impression here as

well.



Black and

white team

in black and

white {pic

ture 4)

Green shim

mering

locks (pic

ture 5)

Now Things Get Hairy

The graphics from the game "Hammerfist"

(picture 5) are just what we need in order to

illustrate how stringy hair can be shown just

as the dots allow. The color light green has

been used as base color, and as additional

colors, green, brown, and black are used.

Basically, you display the outlines of single

strands with the base color, which you then

divide with color colors. Where no light is

reflected in reality, the strands remaind dark

or even simply black, where light strikes

green to light green. If you wish to do black

hair, a similar principle applies. But there is

the exception that the hair itself remains

invisible, and light reflections can be seen

only at places exposed to the light. You show

this using shades of blue like blue, light blue,

cyan, and in addition white, or using shades

of gray: dark gray, medium gray, light gray,

white. With brown iiair (picture 6) things look

the same, here you can use red, orange, light

red, yellow, medium gray, light gray, or even

purple, just as needed.

Study from

the nude at

its best: Hein

Holt shows

his craftman-

ship (picture

7)

The wonderful hair of the lady from the

demo "Wonderland VIII" by Censor De

sign (picture 6)

From Portrait to the Nude

Let's get to an area that's not less difficult to

master: drawing an entire body. Precise

knowledge about the human anatomy, size

and length proportions, differrenl builds,

maybe even muscle distribution is needed in

order to achieve good results. A model or an

excmplatory picture can be very helpful. We

summarized the most important anatomical

basics in an info box nonetheless. Basically,

you can say that the relation between legs

and torso is about 2:1. The arms with fingers

stretched out reach to half of the thigh.

Examples for well-made nudes are many, in

the famous scene demo "Dutch Breeze" by

Blackmail there are even several. We have

picked one picture in FLI from there which

can convince in three ways, as far as the

persons are concerned, and which can be

considered a model for presenting bodies

(picture 7). It shows two men seen halfway

from behind or front, and a lady from behind.

And just about everything is perfect here, in

spite of the partially difficult semi-positions:

shades, perspective, and outline are masterly

designed, as well as the big choice of colors.

As a beginner, you should learn from such

pictures, but not compare your own works

with them (yet), because this would only

frustrate you. No man is born a master of his

craft, and in this case an absolutely

extraordinary talent

with year long experience at the dots had

been at work.



Male

dreams

come true

(picture 8)

A simpler, but not less impressive picture can

be found in "Graphixmania 2" by the demo

group Modem Arts (picture 8). The two

ladies have been designed with manageable

color dispersions, that even beginners can

follow easily.

Blue Angle in Position

The world ofgames also has convincing body

presentations. In "Blue Angel 69" by Magic

Bytes (picture 9) everything evolves around

blue shimmering cyber robots, but they have

voluptous female characteristics. The body

proportions are well- made, and the plastic

representation has also been realized

correctly. Unfortunately, they had to do some

trade-offs on the details, probably due to the

resolution, as can be seen at the hand or the

right arm. As far as colors are concerned, the

body itself is done by dark blue, light blue,

cyan, and white. The dress is made up of

brown, orange, light red, light gray, and

white. This example also allows to see easily

the following: areas filled with only one color

are rare and have consciously been avoided.

At places where one color is dominating, it is

broken up by lines of similor color in order to

hint at a color transition. Consistent usage of

this technique loosens up the picture as far as

Angle in blue by X- Ample (picture 9)

Hein again:

the babe has

nice fins

(picture 10)

the colors are concerned and creates the

illusion of a greater number of colors.

The Smaller the Graphic ...

The smaller the space you have for the

graphic, the bigger the challenge to deliver a

detailed picture. For this there is also a

perfect example: the mermaid from the intro

O
o

The Human Body's Anatomy

Characteristics of the Male Bodv

- broad shoulders

- muscular chest

- narrow hips

- narrow pelvis

- normal or rather stubby relation torso/

legs

Characteristics of the Female Bodv

- narrow shoulders

- pronounced breast

- narrow hips

- broad pelvis

- normal or taller relation torso/legs

from "Dutch Breeze" (picture 10). Looking at

her in zoom mode, you rather get a chaos of

colors rather than a good picture. The rule for

this is: with only little space, never draw

things the way they really look, but in a way

so that they look good on the computer. This

means: Have a clear idea right from the start

on, which colors you want to use, and then

draw dots without mercy in zoom mode, while

constantly checking the picture's looks in

normal mode. Representing body shapes

detailed and with motion still remains

difficult: try and error is the way!

Ail thai remains for us now is to wish you

good luck with yourfirst dot personalities. See

you next time!
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by Gitnnar 'KriW Ruthenberg

Fixed-point routines are fast and precise

enough. With them, it's easy to define the

precision needed (in effect the number of

decimal places) and the computation range.

The computation range refers to the range of

numbers which can be handled by the routine.

A common one would be 0 to 65535 (S0000 to

SFFFF - without sign) or -32768 to 32767

(S8000 to S7FFF - with sign). More about that

later.

The Basics - Binary Number

Representation

This tutorial requires basic knowledge about

assembly language and the hexdccimal and

binary number systems. Thus, it should be first

clear what a hexadecimal number looks like.

Well, we know the common hexadecimal

numbers on the C64; they usually range from 0

to 255, that is from S00 to SFF. But what if we

also need negative numbers for our

computations?

Negative Numbers in Assembly

Language

Quite simple, we split the range. This means

that one half of the range is used for positive

numbers, while the other half is used for

negative ones. We then have a positive half

(from 0 to 127 - zero is positive for the

computer) and a negative one (from -128 to -1).

There are many ways to handle binary

representation of negative numbers, but one has

proven especially useful: The most significant

bit (msb) of our number - this would be bit 7 at

the moment - is our sign. If it's clear, the

number is positive, otherwise, it's negative.

You could come to believe now, that -3 would

be hex $83 (binary %10000011), but this is not

the case. The reason for this is the so called

"two's complement" representation of our

Computations in assembly language are one of those things where

the C64's instruction set doesn't offer much: addition, subtraction,

shifting, and rotating, that's it. This may be enough for starting out, but

at least by the time you start demo coding, it just won't do. The exact

floating point computations performed by the kernal would be an

alternative, but when considering speed, you can forget about this

right away ... what we need are our own fast, precise routines.

numbers in the computer. Simply put this

means: If we want a negative number, we

subtract its absolute value from zero. This

sorta makes sense, since -3 is really 0 minus 3,

isn't it? In hex this means: -3=S00-$03=$FD. -1

isn't S81 but SFF, accordingly. An alternative

would be negating the number bit by bit (in

effect EOR #SFF) and then adding 1 - the result

would be the same (but it's faster this way).

So why do you use two's complement notation?

The system simplifies addition and

subtractiohn enormously. Just imagine adding a

negative number to a positive one. First of all,

you would need to check the signs of the

numbers, invert them accordingly (if they are

negative) and then add or subtract based on

those signs. Let's better not think about it...

Signed Addition and Subtraction

With the two's complement system this is

extremely simple: -5+4 equals -1. In assembly

language this would then be: SFB+S04=SFF.

Under the same token, 8-12=-4 that is S08-

S0C=$FC. That would be obvious. But the

instruction set of the 6502 family also has shift

and rotate commands. Do they have any

problems with the sign bit?

Shifting and Rotating with "Sign"

Shifting left doubles, shifting right halves a

number, Wanja's parts of the tutorial should

have made this clear. But now we have to be

very careful. If we double the number 5, we get

ten - this means 5*2=$05+$05=S0A. Shifting

left once has exactly this result. The number to

be doubled mustn't be bigger than 127, though,

since 2*128 would already be 256=50100,

which wouldn't fit into our number range from

$00 to SFF. That is, unless we worked with the

carry bit accordingly, but more about that later.

Shifting to the right has a similar effect, except

that it cuts a number in half instead. If you take

the value S24 and shift right once, it becomes

$12. We do have to watch for odd numbers

being shifted, since the lowest bit, which will

be 1 for an odd number, gets pushed into the

carry as a "remainder".

As you can see, there are no problems with

positive numbers. Negative numbers arc a

different matter. If you shifted a number like

SEC (%11101100 or-20) left, it would result in

SD8 (%11011000 or-40). Quite correct. If we

tried to cut the number in half using LSR,

though, we wouldn't get SEC again, but S6C

(%01101100 or 108): wrong!

The Problem of the Negative Sign when

Cutting in Half

The reason is obvious, our most significant bit

was lost during the doubling. This makes it

clear why commands for shifting to the left and

to the right have different "characteristics" - to

the left is "arithmetic" (ASL) and to the right is

just "logical" (LSR). This is because shifting

left preserves our negative sign, which shifting

right doesn't do. What arc we to do then? Quite

simple. We make sure that our sign is

preserved! If we shift a negative number to the

right, our result needs to be negative as well.

This means we need to buffer the sign

somehow. At this point, our Rotate commands

join the fray for the first time - a little

explanatory piece of code:

LDA #$EC ; our -20

PHA ; buffer it

ASL ; sign into carry

PLA ; retrieve value

ROR ; cut in half

This leads to the correct result SF6 (-10.

%11110110). During the ASL, the sign goes

into carry and is pushed back into our MSB, bit

7, later during the ROR. This routine returns

correct results for positive numbers as well, of

course.

And this was only the Beginning

So much for starters. Take your time to fully

comprehend all of it. In the tutorial's next part,

our small 8 bit range of numbers is extended,

both up and down. Are you already curious?

(wg)



Digitizing images

Today's subject is one that requires using additional hardware.

Please, don't be sad if you don't have such add-ons. Like always,

there are lots of other things to tell about GoDot. Also, this month's

cover disk contains some prepared images in GoDot's 4bit image

format that let you reproduce the experiments in the article even if

you don't own a scanner or digitizer.

byAnuh Dcitke

Would you ever have believed that the

opposing picture from an Asterix

movie contains 1816 colors, and it was

digitized on a C64? Yes, it's true! Naturally,

you can't display all the colors on the C64;

the result looks more like our second image

(which could use some more editing). But in

the times before GoDot, even that seemed

impossible unless you'd practically

reconstruct the image by hand!

But, one thing at a time. We'll have to learn

the basics before we can reach the higher

levels of digitizing. First, what do you need

to get a video image into the computer? An

image source, of course, like a camera. A b/

w video camera works best, because a color

camera produces a color carrier signal which

will interfere with any digitizer, and in the

worst case result in a rather noisy digitized

image. I'd recommend using b/w

surveillance cameras, which are quite cheap

(e.g. from Conrad Versand in Germany). The

two images showing me and my C64

equipment were recorded with

such a camera. As you see, however, the

camera tends to wash the image out if there

is too much light. The whole process isn't

particularly fast, but the result is worth the

wait.

You can also use a VCR with a flicker-free

still-frame function. Unfortunately in this

case, you won't get around the color carrier.

You should still get good results on bright

images with strong contrasts (note: this also

holds for the commonly used color

cameras!)

The next thing you need is a digitizer. GoDot

supports four types of devices: two devices

from the European market that were

manufactured by PrintTechnik in Austria, the

Scanntronik digitizer (which is also available

from CMD}. and the B&W Connectix

QuickCam - if Nate Dannenberg continues

to work on it. The GoDot user interface for

the latter is ready, and the module itself is

working and produces very good images, but

it still lacks some of the planned features.

We'll see when Nate finishes his work. If

you're further interested, look up Nate's

article in GO64! issue 1/1999. Today,

however, I'll talk about idr.ScTDigitizer,

which I have revised especially for this

purpose, because former versions produced

slightly distorted images. You can find the

new version on our cover disk.

Digitizing under GoDot

It's an easy business: install and invoke the

loader, adjust the camera, and you can freeze

the video image with a click. Like this:

VO

o
o

Load: ScTDigitizer

Load

Video; NTSC (PAL, if you

live outside North America)

Get Image

That's all. The screen will go blank for some

seconds. When it reappears, you see GoDot

working and a little later the image is in

memory. By the way. it's a real grayscale

image, as usual in GoDot. If you render it

now, it's pretty colorful (and dumb) to look

at. But remember the last time, when I

showed you how to render such images with

optimum quality. Like this, for instance:

Inst: ApplyDither

Execute

Dith: Ordered

Mode: Hires

Reduce to: 5 Cols

Accept

(Mode:) Multi

Colors: 5

Palette Default

Display

Of course, you can just as well print it in

black and white (without passing through the

above procedure). By the way, if you export

such a digitized image to the PC (e.g. by

using svr.PCX with the "Gray Scale"

option), you'll find that the image contains

odd-looking, vertically interleaved stripes

that look like a comb. Unfortunately, this is a

(relatively) normal effect. To get rid of the

stripes, use mod.AveragcGray under GoDot -

before applying any dithering effect, of



Get IMage

Cancel \

course. Those of you who don't have a

digitizer can still try all the procedures

described here, as if you had digitized the

image yourself, by using a prepared image

file on the cover disk: it's named

"GODOTDIG1.4BT".

Colored

In order to digitize a color image, repeat the

whole procedure three times on the same

motif, putting a different color filter in front

of the lens at the beginning of each turn: first

a red filter, then a green one, and at last a blue

one. These filters (optical filters made from

glass are best) allow only light of their color

to pass them. This way, you'll get three 4bit

images that show the light intensity of a scene

in a very narrow part of the color spectrum.

It's exactly the three parts of the spectrum

that every TV set (and every monitor) uses to

display the original color image. GoDot saves

four bits (or 16 intensity levels) for each

color, which makes 12 bits in total, or 4096

possible color shades. And remember: all this

on a C64!

Now, how can we look at such images

without using a PC? Of course, we've taken

care of this and developed loaders for this

purpose. You can experiment with the "ADS"

image that we have digitized as color

extracts, which can be found on the cover

disk. The loaders require that such color

extract files be marked by preceding their

names with a letter indicating the respective

primary color: "r". "g." and "b." for red,

green and blue. This way, the loaders can

automatically find the color extracts in the

correct order.

Load: 4BitRGB (4BiCRGBd

usually produces better

results!)

Load "r.adsn

Display

I'm sure you'll be impressed by the color

quality. If you didn't mark the file names

witli the r/g/b prefix, the loader will wait for

you to click on the next image file after

loading one. This way, you can experiment

with your own 4bit images: for instance,

loading the same picture three times

will result in a conversion into C64 gray

levels. Another bonus for this issue of

GO64!: ldr.4BitRGBd ("d" stands for

"dither") is also available in a new version

and can be loaded from the cover disk.

But... what if you want to digitize an image

from a VCR in color? That seems like a hard

one! Using color filters is not possible - what

could you use instead? I've asked this

question once before: faithful readers of the

German edition might remember the article

on digitizing color images, way

back in issue 5/97, where I mentioned a so-

called digi splitter - a device for the Amiga

that was once offered by many different

companies. When this device is connected to

a video source, and its output to the digitizer,

it will separate the signal into its three color

components, circumventing the color carrier,

and therefore with much higher quality than

optical filtering can provide. The image

called "ADS" has been digitized with this

method. There is, however, a new problem -

those digi splitters aren't available any more!

And at this point we've got to turn to you,

the readers: can someone help us out?

Maybe with a simple circuit? Or could

there be a hidden stock of unsold splitters?

We'd be glad to support such a digi splitter

in GoDot!

Oops, this article about digitizing has

turned out longer than it was supposed to! I

hope it didn't bore you to death... And I

guess we'd better postpone the article on

scanning until another issue, all right?

'til next time,

Amdt

For further information:

www.conrad.de

www.cmdweb.com

home.kscable.com/natedac (under

"QuickScan Info")
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Interpnetat
Demo Mania

by Bruce Thomas

Somewhere, on a disk, I know I have the

start of a great article. If I don't find it

nothing major will happen - I'll just have to

start it over. It's just that I hate the thought of

losing a piece of writing that I have put some

effort into.

1 know the flow I had envisioned for the article

as I have some scribbled rough notes on a dog

eared piece of paper that has been sitting on my

desk for about 6 years. Amazingly enough, I

still feel that the article will be relevant when 1

do get it finished. Today, I went looking for it.

Office Clutter

Now, in my own way I'm an organized type of

guy (although my wife would tell you

different). My office has paper here and there,

stacks of disks and shelves full of books. I have

magazines and newsletters in piles on ihe floor

and various pieces of hardware lying about as

well. As long as nobody else comes in looking

for something I am pretty good at knowing just

where I put things.

Most of the disks in my collection have labels

on them and quite a few even have a rough list

of the contents. At the very least they are

marked to tell me their format (single or

double-sided, floppy, one or two 1581

partitions, Native FD format, etc.).
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There arc disk utilities to help locate files

(including FINDER for Wheels - see the Sept.

1999 GO64!) but a person must have some idea

of what the file was called for these to be of any

use and going through a pile of floppies would

be tough. I figured I would just start putting

disks into the FD and pressing the JiffyDOS

'FT key to call up the directory listing. The

'@CP2' JiffyDOS command lets me quickly

change partitions when needed.

I didn't find the article I was looking for but I

did come across a disk I haven't thought about

for quite a few years. This disk contains a

number of demo files and I thought I would

mention a few of them here because they

contain some good information and ideas.

Most people are aware that the 64 is a great

computer to program on and demos are quite

popular. These can be extremely elaborate with

terrific graphics, stories and outstanding

musical scores coming from teams of

developers. The demos I had collected on this

particular disk were not in this league.

A few words from BSW

When Berkeley Softworks released GEOS

V2.0 on three 1541 floppies they found they

had one side with nothing to put on it. Even

with all of the improvements that they had

made to the system since VI.3 they were only

able to fill 5 disks worth of software. On the

o
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sixth disk they decided to promote some of

their other products so they included a number

ofDEMOs.

If you have the basic GEOS V2.0 System you

should check out these demos if you haven't

already done so. There is an Introduction demo

which explains how the rest of the demo's work

and how to control them (they have built-in

timers to advance along or keyboard commands

let you control them manually).

The other demos provide more in-depth

coverage of the capabilities and the many

features of geoFile, geoCatc, FontPack Plus,

DeskPack Plus and geoPublish. The BSW

family of GEOS products offers a lot and the

programs all share the same point and click

interface. You may just find that one of them

does what you want.

Another BSW demo is the GEOS DEMO

which introduces the GEOS V2.0 system and

provides a quick look at some of the add-on

packages available. This demo was packaged

with the two-disk geoPublish version and also

with geoChart.

On with the shows ...

Some of the other demos that I have on the disk

are really cool Desktop Simulators. By that I

mean that you run the demo and a fake Desktop

appears. This group of demos are all

advertisements for commercial disk products.

The first of these, AntiGrav Demo, was created

by Randy Winchester as an ad for Randy's

gcoDisk I and II. This ad mimics the look and

feel of the original GEOS 1.3 Desktop. All of

the GEOS Desktop features are in place but the

Icons are for the actual programs on the disk.

Clicking on an Icon, or choosing a file name

from the View menu, brings up a short

description of the program. You can download

the geoDisk files from the GEOS page on

Randy's web site at http://web.mit.edu/randy/

www/antigrav/antigrav.html.

The evolution of GEOS is evident in the next of

these demos that came out. Jean Major

promoted his GEOS Utilities Disk 1 in the



fashion of GEOS V2.0 with DEMO Utilities.

This demo features a fully functioning GEOS

clock with tne proper date/time, support for

Desk Accessories and it runs in 40 or 80

column mode (most of the rest of these demos

are 40 column only). Jean has moved on from

the Commodore world and has released his

popular software into the Public Domain.

The Storm System disk is loaded with great

software by Joe Buckley (aka Red Storm) and

his demo also supports D.A.'s and the GEOS

clock. The Garbage Can may shed some light

on Joe's attitude towards the folks at BSW as it

returns the following text when clicked on -

'Berkeley Softworks - The lightest minds are

working at Berkeley'.

Scott Resch wrote a lot of good GEOS

programs for Loadstar. These were released

together on the geoPowcr Tools disk. This

product is still available from Loadstar for S10

plus SI postage if you are outside of the United

States (prices in US S). The geoPower AD

demo features a really cool color intro.

Desktop 9.9 is a demo written with geoBASIC

that calls itself a geoParody. This simulated

Desktop features a working clock and two 1571

Disk Icons - one RAM 1571 and one Ewe

1571. Clicking on the geoWrite 8 1/4 Icon

brings up a Dialog Box stating that it requires

an "HP-gcoPlasma Laserwrite Optical

Interface. We doubt that you can afford one..".

The menus offer choices such as File -> Nail,

Disk -> Slipped and View -> LA Skyline.

Unfortunately, none of these options do

anything so the effect is not as good as it could

have been.

Cripple Ware

The next bunch of demos are what is called

Cripple Ware. This means that the program

actually runs but it has had certain key features

disabled.

First up in this crowd is the geoFAXDemo from

Maurice Randall. This demo comes up with the

original geoFAX screen and provides a little

insight into the workings of the program in the

accompanying dox file. While it is possible to

select a geoPaint file and watch it scroll out of

the FAX machine on the screen the actual FAX

portion of this demo does not work.

Next up is a demo of a very rare program from

Kent Smotherman. geoCheckBook is one of the

many fine programs that Kent wrote for the

GEOS environment. The geoChkBkDemo has

had the Printing features removed but

otherwise does an admirable job of handling

cheque tracking chores. 1 also have the fully

working version that I bought from Kent

shortly before he sold his software and rights to

Parsec, Inc and it all disappeared.

Dave Ferguson wrote some neat software for

GEOS and his geoStampDemo is a taste of one

of these programs. This Desk Accessory loads

into geoPaint and allows you to stamp

preformed characters onto the screen.

Maurice Randall has been very busy writing

lots of amazing software for GEOS users and

he wants people to try it. That must be why he

released a demo version of geoShell. If you are

not familiar with this program it is a Command

Line Interpreter (CLI) for the GEOS

environment. This means that you type in

commands - very similar to using a C-64

without loading GEOS. The mouse still works

for some things in this environment and if you

buy the full program it can be set up as your

default Desktop. Working in a CLI is much

faster than in a graphical environment as you

don't have to wait for screens to redraw.

Maurice continues to update the commercial

product and a number of new commands arc

packaged with his Wheels product.

Watch This !

The NEWTOOLS Demo and the geoLABEL

Demo programs were created with Spike

Dethman's Click Pix. These two demos are

stand-alone programs that let you scroll around

a geoPaint file without loading geoPaint. The

features of both programs are easy to see from

these well laid out demos.

The next demo in this bunch is by Nate Fiedler

and is called Chaos. This program

demonstrates the Chaos Game as it fills the

center of your screen with (he Sierpinski

Triangle.

The Ultimate Demo

Probably the most widely known GEOS demo

is Maurice Randall's 1995 WaveDemo. The

demo is cripple-ware but it does contain a

working Terminal program that allows users to

dial up BBS Systems and Internet Shell

Accounts. The WaveDemo created a huge

amount of interest in the Commodore

community and that interest is finally being

rewarded. While the Wave Browser that

Maurice is developing at present does not have

much in common with this demo program it

carries with it an amazing history and will

fulfill the hopes of many users around the

world.

There you have it. A look at some interesting

demo programs created for the GEOS System.

While some of these demos will be included on

the monthly Cover Disk 1 hope that you will

seek out the full products that arc still available

as they all add an extra dimension to your

GEOS computing experience. As for me, I

guess I have to start typing that old article all

over again.

Until next time, enGEOy your Commodore!

(me)

RAYMOND COMMODORE AMIGA

Commodore software (new and used) plus hardware,

expert repairs, cables, ribbons, blank disks, books

■ • NEW Joysticks- leaf-spring, pistol grip-suction cup • 1

795 Raymond Ave. St. Paul, MN 55114 USA

651-642-9890 vox 651-642-9891 fax

http://www.visi.com/~raycomp Discover/Bravo

raycomp@visi.com Visa/Master Card

The Internet For Commodore C64/128 Users

by Gaetyne R. Gasson

The only C= 64/128 Internet reference guide, this 296 page manual takes

you through hardware and software needed, how io get online and what

you can do once you're there. It covers Email. World Wide Web, FTP,

IRC.Tclnet, Newsgroups, C= files, archives and more.

Only US $26.95 including shipping via Economy Air

Visa, MasterCard, Amex, and personal checks welcome. Cheques payable to:

VideoCam Services

90 Hilliers Rd, Reynella 5161, South Australia

Phone:+618 8322-2716 Fax:+6188387-5810

Email: videocam(fr videocam.net.au WWW:hitp;//videocam.nei.au
O
O



Load your Canon

O
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BJ control mode commands

These commands will affect settings that are

used when the printer is switched to BJ mode.

Use these commands after sending the

"controlmodc=bj" command to the printer.

font

This command will select the font you wish to

use as your default font. The choices are

"roman", "gothic", "prestige", "script", and

"courier".

EXAMPLE: print#4,"font=roman"c$;

codepage

This will select the character set that will be

used. Some character sets have different

characters for different purposes or countries.

The choices are "850", "860", "863", "865",

"852", "857", and "437". For the USA, you

would use 437.

EXAMPLE: print#4, "codepage=437"c$;

pagelength

This sets the length of the paper the printer

expects to see passing through the machine.

You can use "11" or" 12". Generally your paper

length will be 11. Some label pages might be

12 inches though.

EXAMPLE: print#4, "pagelength=ll"cS;

characterset

There are two different characters sets available

for the different code pages. One is "sell" and

the other is "set2". Choose the one that appears

to work for you.

EXAMPLE: print#4, "characterset=setl"cS;

textscaiemode

You can turn this function "on" or "off'. I

personally haven't tested this feature yet so I

can't explain its function. Normally, I would

say to just leave it turned off.

EXAMPLE: print#4, "textscalemode=off'c$;

autolf

This is an important function to pay attention

to. Depending on how you have your printer

interface set, you may need to adjust this

setting depending on if you're getting no

linefeeds at all or getting double linefeeds. Set

this to either "on" or "off".

EXAMPLE: print#4, "autol^on"cS;

autocr

Sometimes, the software you're using might

keep on sending text to the printer and not keep

track of how many characters it has sent on

each line. In other words, you might be printing

80 characters on each line, but the software just

keeps on sending without performing a carriage

return. In that case, you can have your printer

do the carriage return when enough characters

have been sent to reach the right side margin,

automatically. Most older printers did this by

default. The "autocr" command lets you turn

this feature on or off. With this turned off. the

printer will simply ignore any characters that

exceed the right side margin and will wait

forever for the carriage return. Generally, you

would want this to be "on".

EXAMPLE: print#4,"autocr=on"c$;

agm

This is a special graphics mode used on IBM

mode printers. When the BJ is in "bj" mode, it

can emulate the graphics commands used on

these printers. This will allow your BJ to work

with the 9-pin graphics commands and to

function properly while using some of the older

software packages without having everything

stretched vertically. When you're using

software that supports 24-pin printers, be sure

to turn this "off' or you'll also get poor results.

EXAMPLE: prtnt#4,"agm=on"c$;

LQ control mode commands

These commands will affect settings that are

used when the printer is switched to LQ mode.

Use these commands after sending the

"controlmode=lq" command to the printer.

font

This command will select the font you wish to

use as your default font. The choices are

"roman", "gothic", "prestige", "script", and

"courier".

EXAMPLE: printf"4,"font=roman"cS;

pagelength

This sets the length of the paper the printer

expects to see passing through the machine. In

LQ mode you can use "It". "12", or "22".

Generally your paper length will be 11. Some

label pages might be 12 inches though.

EXAMPLE: print«4,"pagelength=l I"c$;

characterset

There are two character sets available, "italic"

and "graphics". The names of these character

sets refer to the characters used that are defined

above the normal 7-bit ASCII set. Generally,

for most printing from our Commodores, we

would use the italic set.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"characterset=italic"c$;

textscaiemode

You can turn this function "on" or "off1. I

personally haven't tested this feature yet so I

can't explain its function. Normally, 1 would

say to just leave it turned off.

EXAMPLE: printf/4."textscalemodc=off"cS;

autolf

This is an important function to pay attention

to. Depending on how you have your printer

interface set, you may need to adjust this

setting depending on if you're getting no

linefeeds at all or getting double linefeeds. Set

this to either "on" or "off'.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"autolf=on"c$;

international

In addition to the characterset command, you

can also select how the characters will appear

for the country you're in. The following

character sets are supported: "japan",

"norway", "denmark2", "denmarkl", "spam2",

"spain 1", "sweden", "latinamerica", "legal",

"korea", "france", "germany", "italy", "uk", and

"usa".

EXAMPLE: print#4,"intemational=usa"cS;

Common control mode commands

These commands will affect settings that are

used in both the BJ and LQ modes. Use these

commands after sending the

"controlmode=common" command to the

printer.

paperselect

Since the printer has a mechanism for handling

the paper, it needs to know what kind of paper

you're using. 4 types are supported, "a4", "#10

envelope", "dl envelope", and "letter". In the

US, we would generally want to set this for

"letter" while the Europeans would usually use

"a4\

EXAMPLE: prinl-M,"paperselecl=letter"cS:

printmode

You can print fast, or you can print slow. These

BJ printers are generally quite fast at printing

text even when you choose the high-quality

mode, "hq". And likewise, the quality of print is

still quite good even with the draft mode, "hs".

It's your choice. You can pick from "fine", "hs",

and "hq".

EXAMPLE: print#4,"printmode-hq"c$;

smoothing

When you print graphics from your

Commodore, they might turn out hlocky. These

printers support quite a high resolution of 360

dpi, but most of our software sends data with a

much lower resolution. So, we end up with

good looking blocky graphics. The BJ printer

can smooth out the edges for you if you turn the

smoothing feature "on", but for those programs

that use the full capability of the printer's

resolution, be sure to turn this "off1.

EXAMPLE: print=4."smoothing=off"c$;

reduction

I haven't tried this one out so you'll have to test



it yourself. Three parameters can be used,

"\vide3", "form2", and "off. I guess you would

normally set this to "off".

EXAMPLE: print#4,"reduction=off'cS;

autopoweroff

Use this to automatically turn your printer off

for those many times when you forget yourself

to press the power switch. If this is set, the

printer will wait the desired number of minutes

of inactivity and then turn itself off. You can set

it to "1", "10", "30", "60", or "disable". I prefer

"disable".

EXAMPLE:

print#4, "auto po\vt_'roff=di sab le"cS;

i/d-buffer

This command is used for when you want lo

send a custom character set into the download

buffer area within the printer. This could

consume a whole article so I won't go into it

here. So, if you don't mess with this setting, it

will always remain set to "input", which is the

normal setting. For downloading characters you

would use "download".

EXAMPLE: print#4,"i/d-buffer=input"c$;

More examples

A resourceful programmer could (ake all this

information and use it to create a complete

configuration program. In the examples given

in this article, we're making dedicated BASIC

programs to configure the printer the way we

want it to be. A nice way would be to allow the

user to select among the various settings and

the program would then send those settings to

the printer. A program written in machine

language could also communicate with the

printer using a geoCable. This would be a

handy utility to have in GEOS for those that

need to switch the printer between BJ and LQ

modes as needed.

Until something like this comes along, we can

at least benefit from this article and set these

printers up the way we need them to be. It sure

beats hauling the thing over to a friends house

to hook it up to a Windows machine anytime a

setting needs to be changed! Or worse, having

to take your new printer back to where you

bought it because you just can't get it to work

properly.

Remember that the commands in this article

will not work on the Canon printers that have

dip switches, only the cheaper ones that require

a computer to do the configuring.

Program 4 and Program 5 are two BASIC

programs you can use. Feel free to alter any

settings you see in these programs to suit your

own needs. With the information in this article

and a little knowledge of what your own needs

are, you shouldn't have too much trouble

configuring these printers.

Program 4 - Set printer up for

geoFAX and the BJ360 driver.

10 c$=chr$(10)

20

d$=chr$(27)+chr$(91)+chr$(75)+c

hr$(2)+chr$(0)+chr$(0)+chr$(31)

3 0 s$=d$+"bjlstart"+c$

40 e$="bjlend"+c$

50 open4,4,5

100 print#4,s$;

110

print#4,"@setcontrolmode=bj"c$;

120 print#4,e$;

200 print#4,s$;

210 print#4,"controlmode=bj"c$;

220 print#4,"pagelength=ll"c$;

230 print#4,"autolf=off"c$;

240 print#4,e$;

300 print#4,s$;

310

print#4,"controlmode=common"c$;

320

print#4,"paperselect-letter"c$;

330 print#4,"smoothing=off"c$;

340 print#4,"reduction=off"c$;

350

print#4,"autopoweroff=disable"c

$;

360 print#4,e$;

999 close4

Program 5 - Set printer up for

most software packages that

support

Epson 24-pin printers.

10 c$=chr$(10)

20

d$=chr$(27)+chr$(91)+chr$(75)+c

hr$(2)+chr$(0)+chr$(0)+chr$(31)

30 s$=d$+"bjlstartll+c$

40 e$="bjlend"-t-c$

50 open4,4,5

100 print#4,s$;

110

print#4,"@setcontrolmode=lq"c$;

120 print#4,e$;

200 print#4,s$;

210 print#4,"controlmode=lq"c$;

220 print#4,"font=roman"c$;

230 print#4,"pagelength=ll"c$;

240

print#4,"characterset=italic"c$

250

print#4,"textscalemode=off"c$;

260 print#4,"autolf=on"c$;

270

print#4,"international=usa"c$;

280 print#4,e$;

300 print#4,s$;

310

print#4,"controlmode=common"c$;

320

print#4, "paperselect=letter"c$,-

330 print#4,"printmode=hq"c$;

340 print#4,"smoothing-off"c$;

350 print#4,"reduction=off"c$;

360

print#4,"autopoweroff=disable"c

$;

370 print#4,"i/d-

buffer=input"c$ ;

380 print#4,e$;

999 close4

On top of all this, these printers still support the

same old escape codes that we've been

accustomed to all through the years. Most

software programs are already programmed to

send the escape codes that you need and they

will still work as long as you have the printer

set for the correct operating mode to begin

with, BJorLQ.

This is important, since it's a good chance that

no program will do this part for you. Even

geoFAX doesn't switch the printer to BJ mode

when using the BJ360 driver. The reason is

because that geoFAX driver will work just as

well with a BJC-4100 printer as it will with a

BJ-200. The BJ-200 has dip switches for

switching to BJ mode and if a program were lo

send "@setcontrolmode=bj" to one of these

printers, it would likely confuse the printer. It's

up to the user to make sure the printer is in the

proper mode and that's what this article is all

about.

Use this info all you want

The info provided in this article is nothing that

can't be shared by everyone. It's here for

everyone to use. If you're a programmer and

want to include any of this in your own

programs, feel free to do so. That's what the

information is here for. It's just a shame that the

info isn't more readily available. I don't

understand why Canon feels they have to shield

everybody from this stuff. As you can see from

this article, it's not that hard to understand. But

if you do get a little confused, just go back and

read it again. Once you start following the

examples, you'll catch on quick.

But be sure not to call Canon's technical hotline

about any of this. You won't get anyone that

knows anything about this stuff. It's really sad,

you know. They make printers that can be used

on any computer that can be connected to them,

but they don't seem to care about anybody

except the huge mass of Windows users. I don't

think it should matter what kind of computer a

user has. These printers work just fine with our

Commodores. Let's set them up properly now.

(Maurice Randall/ad)



The Status of the SuoerCPU

CORRGR

GO64!: Hello, Sieve, nice to have you here;

please firs! introduce yourselfa little.

Steve: Well, I'm Hearing 29, living in New

Mexico with two ratty cats and two

misbehaved dogs. I direct the youth choir at

church. I try to fly often, am a member of the

Civil Air Patrol, and am thinking about

building a plane. I try to get outside a lot and

like looking at stars.

GO64!: Wow, a lot of interesting hobbies

besides our Commie. So, how did you first

gel in contact with a C64?

Steve: I lived in an Apple II town, but my

dad bought a 64 when I was in seventh grade

- no disk or tape drive, just a 64. In eighth

grade, I took two paper routes and saved up

S400 over four months to buy a 64 -f 1541 in

1984, which I still have.

In 1988 1 stopped using it when I bought an

Amiga. In 1993 I remembered how much fun

it was and got a 128D. There is something

really neat about that "READY." prompt

blinking at you, begging you to do

something with the computer. In 1994,

almost ten years after I got my first 64,1 got

interested in 3-D graphics and started doing

some serious programming. Until recently, I

used the 128D with only JiffyDOS and a FD-

2000 for all my development; a few months

back I added a 1 gig hard drive and a

SupcrCPU 128 + 16M SuperRAM.

GO64!: Could you describe a little more

what made you get a SCPU?

Steve: CMD sent me an early SuperCPU,

with the idea that I write some programs for

it. I think Jammon was the first program.

PPPatch was done in return for a SuperRAM

card. Jammon was just supposed to be a

quick hack to tide us over for a few months

until the "real" SuperCPU monitors and

assemblers appeared.

GO64!: Hmm, those quick hacks still have to

do the job. There were some announcements

for better programs, but up to now we have

Stephen L. Judd is one of the most outstanding programmers for

the SCPU. Jammon, El Cheapo, JPX - for the most part, these

are all the results of his work. Together with him, we want to take

a critical look at the future of the SCPU.

by Wolfram Sang

had to wait for the releases. Did

you expect the software

development to be so slow?

Steve: When it became clear that

no new programs were appearing,

I started updating the programs to

make them into real tools. My

tools are focused on one goal -

getting the job done. Although I

did expect more SCPU

development initially, there have

never been large numbers of

programmers who get the job done, at least

C64 applications programmers. It is, after

all, only a hobby.

GO641: You were heavily involved in

creating the great JPEG viewer, "JPX". What

are your future plans concerning this

project?

Steve: Adrian [Gonzalez] and I are hard at

work on a 24-bit image processing program

for the SuperCPU + SuperRAM. Actually,

Adrian is hard at work, while I am hardly

working.

Incidentally, Adrian really did all the hard

work on JPX, too. Although JPEGs have

been hyped up for many years as being

"impossible", 1 think people will be very

surprised to learn how straightforward they

are when they read about it in C=Hacking

#19. Without Adrian's Tenderer, they would

have looked very unimpressive.

GO641: I can't wait to read that article! You

also developed a 65816 assembler called,

"El Cheapo". It has now become "Sinus".

What are the main differences?

Steve: El Cheapo was another quick hack to

allow people to write 65816 code. It's

actually a pretty decent system, and I wrote

both obj3d and the JPEG programs with it.

Sirius has a number of extra features and

really takes advantage of a SuperCPU.

SuperRAM makes a lot of neat things

possible, like editing and assembling

multiple large files, and the ability to recover

smoothly from crashes. Jammon 3.2 can do a

number of nifty things, like single-stepping

and 24-bit load/save. Most iniportamh.

Sirius has a linker, which is an essential tool

for developing large programs.

Starting with El Cheapo, my long-term goal

was to create a 65816 development system

that was at least the equal of Merlin 128, my

old and very powerful assembler. Many

features - for example, local labels - are

taken from Merlin 128.1 used Merlin's tinker

extensively, so until 1 wrote my own linker, I

could not assemble the majority of my old

programs. My first test of the linker was to

assemble Sirius from within Sirius. Except

for the lack of macros (and an 80-column

editor). I think I have finally written a system

which beats my old Merlin 128; as I say in



the docs, it's pretty close to being what I

consider an ideal development system.

GO641: For most of your projects, you

publish the source code as well so that

people could theoretically help you with bug

fixes or new features. How many responses

in that direction do you get?

Steve: Zero. I don't know of more than a few

people who have even used my programs, let

alone looked at the source code.

Actually, I once got an email from a guy who

wanted to know what some of the pseudo-

opcodes were, because he was typing in

Tunesmith. Tunesmith is something like

16,000 lines of code. I suggested he

download the binary instead, to save a little

time.

GO64!: Hehe, that's a nice story. Bui isn't it

frustrating to get so few responses to your

work?

Steve: It would of course be nice to have

hundreds of people saying how beautiful the

code is and how they use the program every

day to solve international crises, but not long

after I started C64 coding, I realized that as

long as I was interested in the program and

was going to use it, then it would be

worthwhile and satisfying to write, even if

nobody else used it. After a while, the only

person you're competing with is yourself.

GO641: There are a lot of operating systems

being developed, especially for the SCPU

(CLiPS, JOS...). What is your opinion about

them ?

Steve: I think it's great. On the one hand,

historically, alternate operating systems don't GO64!: Now you have some room to tell our

become popular, unless they're named

GEOS. For most C64 applications, there's

not a very compelling reason to write for or

use an alternate OS. The reason these OSes

are neat is because they show what the 64/

SCPU is capable of and also because they

provide a lot of enjoyment for the authors.

The more active programmers, the better.

GO64!: Most of these OS projects will

include elemental support for an Internet

connection. So, programs for mailing,

chatting, suifing would be possible then.

Would this be the final breakthrough for the

SuperCPU?

Steve: No, I don't think so. LUnix and OS/65

both had TCP/IP support but no applications

developers. The future of C64 TCP/IP is The

Wave. GEOS is what users are used to and

what many programmers are familiar with.

The Wave can take advantage of numerous

existing applications, and it comes with a

browser. Most importantly. Maurice

[Randall] gets the job done.

Where the alternative OSes will be strong is

among the hackers.

GO64I: Luckily, there are still a number of

them. We'll have to see... Ifyou were to try to

motivate programmers to start working with

a SuperCPU, what would you say?

Steve: Get busy!

GO641: (grin) That was to the point! And

what advice would you give them ?

Steve: Patience, perseverence, and practice.

And always, always finish what you start.

readers anything else you'd want.

Steve: When you get down to it, pretty much

all serious developers have shifted to the

SuperCPU. I think that's partly due to the

breath of fresh air that is the SCPU, and the

things it makes possible. But it's also because

most users with a SCPU take the machine

seriously - that is, as a developer, I can pretty

much depend on the fact that if I write a

SCPU application, people will actually use

it. Outside of the demo community, the plain

C64 seems to be dominated by people who

would rather talk about the machines (or

themselves) than use them.

1 am also concerned with the discrepancy

between the number of projects that seem to

be in development compared with the

number of programs which actually get

released. If you are a programmer and have

some unfinished code laying around. I'd like

to encourage you to buckle down, finish it,

and release it. We need more finished

projects.

Finally, I'd just like to point out that the C64

is still moving forward, almost 20 years after

its debut, which is absolutely remarkable,

and a testament to just how flexible and neat

a machine it is.

GO64!: Okay, thank you very much, Steve!

All the best to you, and good luck with your 107

projects.

Stephen's homepage:

http://www.ffd2.com



Tips o for the

«Tricks

UNVEILED: THE OMINOUS

1 AT ADDRESS $D030

o
u

62Hz that are easy on the eyes

and more with the VIC of PAL

systems displayed by software

...Until today, you wouldn't have

dreamed of it. A bit in the

C128's VIC that hasn't been

given much attention until now

opens up new possibilities...

by Giinther Waiter

Even after 15 years, the C128 is still able

surprise us: Little has been said thus

far about that undocumented bit I of address

Sd030, the address which is also responsible

for choice of clock frequency and reading the

extra keys. Once, it was said, "the computer

crashes when the bit was set", another day,

they said "the VIC ceases all activity and

shows a grey screen when it is set". At first

sight, the latter seems to be correct, but

motivated by the idea of clearing the bit

again after a few cycles, my experiments

created the following image:

While the bit is set, the raster line counter in

SdO12 no longer increases once per raster

line, but rather once per cycle! The screen

keeps on being displayed during that time,

but the monitor occasionally shows color

shifting in that raster line. You should avoid

acitivating it at the start of a raster line, as

this would have the monitor display the

entire current screen in black and white only.

If you left the bit set for only, let's say 31

cycles, this being approximately for the

duration of half a raster line, we would

already be "missing" 31 raster lines! This

"missing" raster lines comes to notice by the

effect, that the VIC now displays as many

raster lines less as cycles have passed, since

the raster beam obviously returns, when

SdO12 (and bit 7 at SdOll) equals a

invariable reference value. The last raster

line is therefore reached earlier. This reduces

the background or the outer border

accordingly, depending on where the bit was

temporarily set.

And now for the highlight: Because of there

being less raster lines displayed, more

screens per second will be shown, as the

raster beam speed is constant! There is only

the question of how far you can go.

Usually, the VIC of PAL systems displays

284 lines. A Commodore 1084 monitor or a

tv set can display a screen that is not v-

scrolling at down to 219 lines. This is 69

lines less, or approximately 24%, and the

screen refresh rate is increased by that

percentage, ending up at about 62 Hertz!

If you do completely without the border and

use a monitor that allows setting "V-Hold",

like the Commodore 1901, you can reach a

maximum value of 64 Hertz!

On the cover disk, there is an illustrative

program for each the C128 and the C64

mode of the CI28. The C64 mode version is

loaded by 'LOAD

"NOFLICK.C64.PAL",8,r and then started

by 'SYS 49152', the C128 mode version is

activated by 'BOOT "NOFLICK.128.PAL"'.

The illustrative programs are running in the

raster line interrupt and "remove" a total of

68 lines in the upper and lower border. Thus,

they are displaying the screen with about 62

Hertz - you really notice the difference! As

mentioned before, there are some slight color

problems in a raster line in the lower border.

(You can shift this distortion down into the

last raster line that can be displayed; thereby

also winning some raster lines outer border,

where the VIC would normally only show

black. In order to keep the raster beam from

appearing hastily 'cut off, the raster beam

return needs to be delayed up until the side

border by means of exact timing.)

A sensible use for this could be imagined for

IFLI pictures, the flickering would be

reduced by about 24%. Since the bit shows

no effect on the C64 at all, and the routine

needs but two raster lines of time, adding it

to any C64/C128 programming not using the

border or the time during its displayal would

be conceivable.

Perhaps there are even some completely

different things possible with this bit given

the right timing...

You can ask me questions about this and

other things:

(GUnther Walterfws)

Email: e95245459@student.tuwien.ac.at

64Hz-IFLI & MCl-Viewer

von Wolfram Song

The 64Hz trick is one of those typical

ingenious C64/128- freak- gadgets. This

time, however, we were not only able to

uncover a secret of the computer, but

there is also a real use for it. When

displaying pictures in interlace mode,

even good pictures with smooth color

transitions still contained some flickering.

At 64Hz, this flickering is tremendously

reduced! You will find viewers for the two

most common interlace formats on our

cover disk. One will display pictures in the

widely spread Gunpaint- IFLI- format,

which need to be loaded to the standard

address S4000. Then the viewer is loaded

(with ,8,1) and started by SYS 15872

(hex. S3E00). Analogous to this is the MCI

viewer, that expects a picture in unpacked

TruePaint format (see GO64!/

Commodore World magazine 10/99) at

$1C00. Unlike the first one, this program

is started by SYS 6656 (hex. $1AOO). The

SYS start addresses equal the picture

data's addresses minus S200, and is

equal to the programs' loading addresses.

Both viewers first show the picture at 50

Hz (PAL) or 60 Hz (NTSC) respectively,

after showing the infoscreen, so as to

ensure a clean display on all monitors/tv

sets. With "F1", you can turn the 64Hz

trick on an off, only on a C128 in C64

mode, of course, on a pure breadbox,

nothing will happen. If you press

RETURN, the computer will reset. By the

way, the programs are both PAL and

NTSC compatible, although the increase

from 60Hz to 64Hz for NTSC isn't that

impressive. But see for yourself, there are

also some illustrative pictures on the disk.



Sensation

by Nicolas Welte

I really have to say: once I read what this

sensation was about, I first stood there, mouth

aghast! This is a gigantic sensation without

doubt! Uncovering the workings of a register

bit these days is really a great accomplishment.

Many people have already failed at that one,

including the authors of the VIC's basic

reading, the "VIC article".

Saying it early on: I have adapted both

programs for NTSC, they work and the refresh

rate equals the one of the PAL versions. The

effect isn't as impressive on NTSC, of course,

as the NTSC machines start out running at

already 60Hz. For details, look below.

Some information on the program's

background. The programs remove a total of

68 raster lines from a screen frame, as you

know. From a PAL screen with 312 lines, 244

remain. The accompanying frame rate is

derived from the crystal's clock rate and the

clock divider as follows:

fr frame rate

qf quartz frequency

d divider

nc number of columns

ni number of lines

processor cycle

+ - — +

line frequency

(Note the interesting intermediate results!)

The (standard) constants for PAL and NTSC

for this are as follows:

PAL NTSC

Quarz 17.734472 14.31818 MHz

Divider 18

Cycles/line 63

Lines 312

PAL normal:

PAL noflicker:

NTSC normal:

NTSC noflicker:

14

65

263

312 lines, 50,1 Hz

244 lines, 64,1 Hz

263 lines, 59,8Hz

245 lines, 64,2Hz

(PALnoflicker on NTSC: 195 lines, 8l,9Hz,

this is purely theoretically, though, since the

chip really goes crazy)

It is therefore quite obvious, that we can't

simply take away another 68 lines from an

NTSC screen, as we would start taking away

lines from the 200 lines visible. In addition,

we would have a ludicrous refresh rate which

no composite monitor could handle. These are

usually able to catch the screen (the screen

doesn't scroll through) around their normal

refresh rate , which is either 50 or 60 Hz. The

1084-P and 1084S-P (those produced by

Philips or Magnavox in the USA, in effect)

have a special feature: The vertical-hold

automatically registers whether a 50 or 60Hz

signal is given, and adjusts the vertical zoom

accordingly! Multi-standard tv sets work

similarly, and shouldn't have any problems

within a range of probably 47 - 63 Hz. Older

sets often have a v-hold dial with which you

might cover the same range if lucky. But then

you have a distorted screen with black borders

above and below. (By the way, my old 1702

has a very wide range: I believe, it can even

catch 70 Hz!)

What did I have to do now? For the 128

version, I got it quite quickly: Distributing the

lines to be removed between the upper and

lower border wasn't enough. The NTSC chip

(I have the 8564R4) doesn't like the test bit

beyond raster line 256. Therefore, I had to put

the raster to $FA, so that you have the change

in the first border line. I had chosen to skip

nine lines each in both borders, this giving me

a total of 263-18=245 lines. This is one more

than is shown by PAL, but the refresh rate is

still increased by 0.1 Hz. By the way, you

better stick to even adjustments, since PAL

inverts the color phase (which gives you

eleven completely new colors!) and NTSC

becomes undecipherable, at least on my tv

set.

The C64 version was more trouble, I nearly

quit. After applying the aforementioned

correction, the last raster line visible flickered.

I had to integrate some additional delay, but

now it's quite stabile (if you don't mess

around). Actually, something like this ought

to be timed exact down to the cycle, so that

everything would be secure, but as ofnow, the

effect needed to be demonstrated first. I am

also not the kind of person who simply knows

how to do that exact calibrating, I would need

to have a look at it and leam it first.

By the way, the NTSC versions also run on

PAL, but they invert the color phase in the

lower border, showing the new colors! Don't

worry, NTSC doesn't have those color phases

and is therefore less problematic for once. The

NTSC border display is single-colored and

without errors. There is also no flickering in

the line the switching occurs, which is why I

used (that is had to use) the first border line!

The NTSC chip has a problem, the PAL chip

doesn't have, though: If you activate the test

bit for too long or too late in the lower border,

it will also move the screen content

horizontally. If that hadn't been the case, I

would have started an alternative fix: 50 Hz on

an NTSC chip. In order to do that, you would

have to skip the NTSC sync mark, and reset

the bit only during the next frame, so that the

sum of the two frames would display 312

lines. Unfortunately, the chip doesn't like that

too much, but that doesn't mean, that there

can't be someone who finds a solution for it

someday. I am also not sure if it's not my old

R4 chip's fault. I also have a R6 in the box, but

installing it now would really be too much

trouble. In addition, the first demo should run

on all systems first, there shouldn't be too

many mishaps. There will be enough

problems with incompatible monitors, that's

one for sure.

So much for my humble contribution, I really

have to bow in awe, as I was allowed to

participate in this millennium event!

I can think of some other uses besides IFLI

pictures with reduced flickering. First of all,

you could use it to fix some old programs/

games. As of this day, people limited PAL/

NTSC fixing just to making them executable.

But since the dots under NTSC are narrower

and taller than under PAL, this offers an

improvement of display quality (for instance

when having circles) for the first time! Only

approximately, of course, as dot width

remains the same, and only with appropriate

monitors such as the 1084-P and multinorm tv

sets, since the screen would stay compressed

otherwise.

Music based on the raster frequency could

finally be fixed with ease. Who wouldn't want

lo hear Skate-or-Die with the original 60 Hz

speed? That rocks! And this inside the game

and not as a ripped version, of course.

What else? This is a bit far off, and probably

wouldn't work: You could create a hardware

interlace screen with real 625 lines at 25 Hz by

manipulating the sync signals and forming a

screen with frames of different lengths! But

since a line is projected onto a cycle, you

would probably already need a SCPU.

Actually, you should also move the syncs by

half a line, but this is probably absolutely

impossible! Fortunate Plus/4 users, the TED

has some other possibilities there, it is able to

doit.

And there is bound to be some use for those

eleven new colors. You can activate them only

on PAL and only line by line (if you can even

do it with that precision), but still, it should be

enough for a look any time!

(ad)
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Advertisements section. Ihe GO64! Bazarl Above, you'll find a small registration

form. Just clip it out, fill In ihe blanks, and send it io the publisher. For every

advertisement you submit. For personal/private (non-commerciali

advertisements, you may have up to four lines of text, each up to 40 characters in

length. Please see the coupon lor pricing and other details. We will make every

effort to publish your ad In within the next issue of GO64!. If your ad doesn't make

it by Ihe next issue, it will appear in the Issuo following that.

For Free - Contact Corner
We're going to offer a free service to people who are looking for other C64

enthusiasts. Just send a contact advertisement in the form of a letter, FAX, or

email to our editorial staff, care of: Contact Corner. The editorial staff reserves

the right to shorten parts of tetters which are not immediately important, in order

to save space.

Searching for graphiaans (or a big adventure gama project (like Monkey

Island and Larry Latter). Our team needs support. More infos from Volker

Rust. Finkenweg 6, 66806 Ensdorf, Tel. +49 651/9911419 or +49 683/

5582, E-Mail; RoyShBldonegmx.do

C64 Mailbox, lasi (1200-14400 Dps), colored Commodore graphics (CG/

mode), simply cool. I am not stupid.. also far C16/128: +49 202/504306

Hello. I am for three years on my C64 and I am still trying to collect as

much experience as possible. I am open for everything. You can reach ma

under Marco Kronso. Sir. d. FreundSChaft 10, 19089 Demen. Tel: +49

"Sometimes they don't quii..." New contacts wanted worldwide (PAL). I

answer everyone, also beginners. Write to: Zapotek/Atelerate. Po. Box

140. 3833 Boe, Norway

Various

RAMLink DM 200,--, SCPU64 DM 210. various printers each DM 15. For

collectors various other homo computers in good shape like Apple ][, Atari

ST. Tl 99/4a, Amsirad/Schneider. Open for negotiations about prices. Call

♦49 7195/61120

The editors kindly want Io draw your attention

to the fad lhat offering, selling or distributing

copyrighted software Is only allowed for origi

nal programs ana malerials. For your own pro-

:ection we ask our readers not to offer or to

distribute pirated copies of any copyrighted

program or materials.

The publishers reserve Ihe right Io refuse

advertisements lhat appear illegal in nature,

including advertisements dealing with ciraied

material. Original programs which carry a

copyright will be conspicuously noted as such

in their accompanying text. The label on ihe

disk (or other media) will indicate any copy-

right as well.
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Nostalgia: A portrait of Rainbow Arts

mewhere over

e Rainbow..,

There was one German software producer that dominated the

world of the C64 for years, and, while releasing one hit game after

the other, prepared the fundamentals for high-quality game pro

duction in Germany. In spite of their huge economic success, the

productions from the "Rainbow Arts" house mainly stood out by be

ing more than just simple entertainment: these games had a heart

and a soul.

O
O

by Volki'r Rust

It's not a coincidence that playing

"Hard'n'Hcavy" feels exactly like "Giana

Sisters", as the same programming team was

responsible for both; except for Andreas

Escher, who did the graphics. In the game,

however, you find no names but senseless

pseudonyms, as they tried to avoid any

trouble with Nintendo this time.

In 1998, the "Golden Goblins" had been

formed, and in 1989. they presented "Circus

Attractions" and "Grand Monster Slam", both

productions featuring sound and graphics of

the highest quality, beginning with the title

screens using overlays to simulate very high

resolution. Witli the intro music to "Grand

Monster Slam", Chris Hiilsbeck made one of

his best melodies with unique sounds. While

"Circus Attractions" was rather average in

gameplay, "Grand Monster Slam" and its

mixture of tennis and football had the

potential to become a hit arcade game.

For all friends of puzzle games, programmer

Jorn Galka presented "Spherical", a new

version of the classic "Solomon's Key". This

game stood out with its fiddly levels, its very

noble design and a perfect soundtrack.

Cooperations

Rainbow Arts took new ways on the search

for project managers and playtesters: they

simply poached Boris Schneider and Martin

Gaksch, two editors of the market-leading

"PowerPlay" magazine. They also made a co

operation agreement with Lucasfilm (now

called LucasArts). Also in 1989, Rainbow

Arts, together with "64'er" magazine

(published by Markt&Technik like

"PowerPlay"), looked for Germany's best

players. Four persons won a trip to the finals

taking place in Diisseldorf. where they had to

show their abilities in playing "Katakis" and

"Jinks".

C64 and CDs: an impossible thing?

Rainbow Arts had a world sensation when

they brought out the "First-CD-Edition",

which featured 10 classic games (among

which were David's Midnight Magic, Leader

Board Golf, Impossible Mission, and

M.U.L.E.). Of course, with the rise of the CD

as a new data medium for computers, this

sounded more spectacular than it was: a CD

player was connected to the datasctie port of

the C64 by use of an adapter, which means

the CD was produced by Rainbow Arts (and

used by the end user) as if it were a cassette.

Rock, stars and sunshine

In 1990, two years after "Danger Freak",

Hans Ippisch published a new game with

Rainbow Arts, called "Rock'n'Roll". In the

meantime, he had worked on other games,

among which was "Aidon Apocalypse" for

the CP publishing house. In "Rock'n'Roll",

you steer a ball through a maze shown in

bird's eye view. The game lives through its

exciting .soundtrack, perfectly done by

Ramiro Vaca. In "Star Trash", the player

controls a ball, too, but here it's steered

through a colorful three-dimensional

landscape. This game is very similar to

"Marble Madness", in spite of its outstanding

music.

Although Rainbow Arts had already existed

for five years, they could celebrate a premiere

in 1990: in cooperation with a cigarette trust,

Philip Morris GmbH, they published an

adventure game called "Sunny Shine - On the

funny side of life", which was bursting with

advertisement. The concept of the game was

developed by former PowerPlay editor Boris

Schneider, and others.

All This Fuss About a Hurricane

The beginning of 1990 brought the first

preview of "Hurrican", which was renamed to

"Turrican" some months later according to

the wish of programmer Manfred Trcnz, and

started its way around the whole world. Few

games were adapted to as many systems in as

many variants, except perhaps for Tetris. The

levels and some of the enemies were of a size

that was considered impossible to realize on

the C64 (for more details, see Go64!

issue 8/99).

The same year had another arcade game,

namely the conversion of "X-Out" done by

Jorg Prenzing. On the other side. "Ra", a

game about the sun-god, required more

puzzle-solving skills than trigger-fingers. The

solid C64 conversion was done by

Cyberstyle.

In late 1990. Rainbow Arts announced their

jump'n'run game "Apprentice" in full-page

adverts, but it never made it into the stores.

The guys from Dusseldorf were slowly

retiring from the C64 business, but not

without pulling another highlight out of their

hat: "Turrican II" did not only feature the

game action of its predecessor, but also some

Katakis-style levels (with real (!) parallax

scrolling). Finally, the puzzle game "Logical"

followed a short time later, which was their

last production for the brcadbox.

Gleanings and farewell gifts

Some of the most influential people at

Rainbow Arts have later taken part in some

other productions. 199!, Chris Hiilsbeck

showed up on the breadbox for the last time,

bringing the music to Gem'x by Kaiko. Hans

Ippisch teamed up with "Danger Freak"

graphician Marku.s Muckenschnabl to deliver

"Kangarudy", a real hit game; it was

published on the Golden Disk. In 1992,

Ippisch wrote his last game on the C64, the

conversion of "UGH!" by Play Byle. Manfred

Trenz, too, gave away a parting gift to the

C64 community, before he turned to other

systems: "Enforcer", a Katakis-stylc game

published by CP-Verlag.

"And then the heroes moved out for a last

time, never to return."

Many thanks for their research support go to

Helmut Bieg, Andreas Escher. Manfred

Trenz and Holser Ahrcns.



Game

Halls of Gold

Der blaue Kri-

stall

Madness

Antics

Baby of Can

Guru

Bad Cat

Garrison

Publisher

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Softgold/

Eurogold/Hap-

pySoftware

Softgold/Rain-

bow Arts/Art-

games/Time

Warp

Softgold/Rain-

bow Arts

Eurogold/

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Year

1985?

1985?

1986/87

1987

1987

1987

1987/88

Programmer

??

??

Arthur Wystub

Peter Thieroif,

Chris Hulsbeck

Markus Pley

Matthias Syko-

sch, Hans

Ippisch

Jorn Galka

Music Graphics Comments

seldom

seldom

Chris Hulsbeck Arthur Wystub Level action with nice ani

mations

Chris Hulsbeck Peter Thieroif, Game collection made of

Chris Huls- 4 small games

beck

Chris Hulsbeck Markus Pley

Chris Hulsbeck ??

Giana Sisters Time Warp 1987 Armin Gessert

In 80 days Rainbow Arts/ 1987 Arnd Nolte,

around the world Fantastic Soft

ware

Heiko

Schroeder,

Armin Gessert

Jinks

Street Gang

To be on Top

Warriors

Bozuma/Mys-

tery of the

Mummy

Danger Freak

Softgold/Rain- 1987 Bernd Linter-

bow Arts mann, Matthias

Giese

Time Warp 1987 Armin Gessert,

Arnd Nolte

Rainbow Arts 1987 Chris Hulsbeck,

Matthias Syko-

sch

Rainbow Arts 1987/88 Matthias Hille-

brand

Rainbow Arts 1988/89 Stefan Dap-

prich, Ralph

Stock

Ramiro Vaca

Chris Hulsbeck

Georg Brandt

Chris Hulsbeck

Georg Brandt

Chris Hulsbeck

Timmy Kleinert

according to Hulsbeck the

worst game he partici

pated in

A cat is fighting through it

M. Drechsel atmospheric "Gauntlet"-

clone

Manfred Trenz a mite stone of software

history

Holger Flott- After the novel of Jules

mann Verne

Bernd Linter- A different kind of Break-

mann, Holger out

Flottmann

Boris Kunkel, Musics are top, the game

Michael Growe itself is bad

Uwe Meier

Matthias Hille-

brand

Created by Chris Huls

beck

Game of the Swiss

scene group "Modern

Arts"

Rainbow Arts/ 1988

HAIP Software

Hans Ippisch

Chris Hulsbeck Peter Pfeiffer detailed P.I. game

Chris Hulsbeck Markus Muck- A good Stuntman-Olym-

enschnabl piad with very high fun

level

Down at/Realm Rainbow Arts 1988 Peter Thieroif

of the Trolls

Graffiti Man

Katakis /

Denaris

Rainbow Arts 1988 Power Bits

Chris Hulsbeck

Studiomusic

Rainbow Arts 1988/89 Manfred Trenz Chris Hulsbeck

Manfred Trenz, Heroes arcade

Michael Growe

Powerbits nice spray-sequence, the

rest is wpak from a gam

ers point of view

Andreas Number one of all

Escher, Man- shoot'em up games

fred Trenz

N
Ko
o
o
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o
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Game

R-Type

Starball

Volleyball Simu

lator

Circus Attrac

tions

Dyter-07

Grand Monster

Slam

Hard'n'Heavy

Hollywood

Poker Pro

Oil Imperium

Oxxonian

Rock'n'Roll

Spherical

Ra

Star Trash

Turrican

X-Out

Logical

Turrican 11

Publisher

IREM/Electric

Dreams/Rain

bow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Time Warp

Rainbow Arts/

Golden Gob

lins

Reline

Rainbow Arts/

Golden Gob

lins

Reline

Reline

Reline

Time Warp

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts/

Cyberstyle

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Rainbow Arts

Year

1988

1988

1988

1989

1989

1989

1989

1989

1989

1989

1989/90

1989

1990

1990

1990

1990

1991

1991

Programmer

Manfred Trenz

Matthias Syko-

sch

??

Jorg Prenzing

Martin Sander

Jorg Prenzing

The Softronics

Holger Gehr-

mann

P. Frbhlich, H.

Heinrich

Arnd Nolte

Hans Ippisch

Jorn Galka

Hakan Akbiyik

Olli & Jorg

(Prenzing?)

Manfred Trenz

Jorg Prenzing

Christoph

Oelckers

Manfred Trenz

Music

Ramiro Vaca

Chris Hulsbeck,

Ramiro Vaca

Michael Winter-

berg? Ramiro

Vaca?

Chris Hulsbeck

Ramiro Vaca

Chris Hulsbeck

Man without

name

Chris Hulsbeck

K. Obarski,

Holger Gehr-

mann

Chris Hulsbeck

Ramiro Vaca

Ramiro Vaca,

Chris Hulsbeck

Rudolf Stember

Ramiro Vaca,

Chris Hulsbeck

Stefan Hartwig,

Chris Hulsbeck,

Ramiro Vaca

FAME

Rudolf Stember

Markus Siebold

Graphics

Andreas

Escher, Man

fred Trenz

Holger Flott-

mann

??

Bettina Wied-

ner, Andreas

Gortz, Olaf

von Rauch-

haupt

Andreas

Gehrke, Frank

Knust

Olaf Menges,

Andreas Gdrtz

The Soundfac-

tory

Frank Knust

P. Frohlich, T.

Richter

Ramiro Vaca

Andreas

Escher

Bernd Bud-

drus, Andreas

Escher

Arnold

Sakowski

Olli & Jorg

Manfred Trenz

Andreas

Escher

Andreas

Escher

Andreas

Escher, Man

fred Trenz

comment

good conversion of the

arcade version

funny mixture of Pong and

Break-Out

graphical weak sport

games

Circus-Olympiad with

excellent animations

Helicopter action

Tennis-soccer with

Beloms, high fun-factor

The inofficial "Giana Sis

ters II"

good Poker game with

nice interlace graphics

excellent conversion of

the Amiga version

Ramiro Vacas premieres

as graphician

Ball action seen from

above with rocking syn

thesizer sounds

Perfect- "Solomon's Key" ■

adaption

"Turn it"-try with egyptian

flair

Versy colored "Marble

Madness" Clone

The original

very good conversion of

the Amiga version

A game for your brain

The followup with Katakis

action
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I'MIVs Warehouse Bargains include mam hard-to-Iiiid used and (when' noted) new

iU'ins. In iiium cases we hrivc only niu-oriu mil eai'li item in stuck, so be Mirelo place

your(irtlcrbt'forej'nurselectifiiiiiaslu'L'ii laken! Amininiutnorderi)l$2ti.lK)applies

to all Warflitmse Sale orders. Siiippiiijichar^esari'iRH included in ihepricesslimvii.

(Sec our nwn adivrtisvtuenl elsewhere in this issue for shipping information).

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY ON THESE ITEMS

Mailedin orders fornon-reserved out-of-stovk items" ill result in a merchandise credit. Vo cash

refunds Ml items listed here are mid "as-is", and all sales are final Prices and specification*

subject tu change without notice Sot responsible for ftpagwphtcal errors

BOOKS

32 BASIC Prcg-srr.s For !hc tti S3 M

Anatomy 01 The 1541 S300
Basic Ccmpuiei Games S6D0

Ci?3 Compuier Aided Design (new) . SS 00

Co-i Programmer s Reference Guda S25 DO

Commorjoro 54 Favcnte Programs Explains: S10 00

Comnosore 64 Fof Kds Item 8 to 80 . S3 00

Ccmmodcre64 Games Book '. S500

Commodore 64 Programs for the Ho-ne S8 00

Compute's First Book d C=64 Sound ^Graphics S10 00

Computes Second Bcc* cf Ccr^odofe 64 StO 00

Computes Second Bock of Machine Language StO 00

"GuideioCare Feeding and Training o? C-64". $600

How To Use The Commodore 64 Cc:npu!er S10 00

Inside Co^rnxcre DOS SiO 00

Oscorne i Users ReferenceGuCe S15 00

Supersase The Book SlO 00

The Elementary Commodore &l SlO 00

The Official Bock O! Kings QuesMTavenEry SlO 00

Using & Programming lheCc-5 SS 00

Using Newsroom S10 00

Ycur Commodore 54-A Gusde to ihe GB4 SlO 00

BUSINESS

64 Powerpack-NEW S1000

Getter Working File & Report (new) StS 00

Business System- Sales Analysis Management SiO 00

Datamanageti23 S15 00

Datamanager 123 $20 00

Datamanager 2 (new S15 00

Easy France 1 Si CO

EPYX Microsoft Muhplan Spreadsheet SiO 00

Financial CODffiOOScNEW SS CO

General Ledger fo: Ihe C-&J-NEW S15 03

Papef&ack F fer W S10CO

Paper&ack Planner W S10 00

Payabies let itie C=B4-NEW S15C0

Planner s Croce -Personal Planning System S3 00

Power Assent i '-(new] S10 00

Practical: 64 $5 00

P;actica!c-(new) SlO 00

Practilile 64-inew) StO 00

Receivables 'or the C=64-NEW SIS CO
RUN Productivity Pak II SS 00

Sdenl Butler (Check Writing system) S15 00

SupertHseStarter-NEW sio oo

S-.vificalc 123 S20 0C

SmftcafcW S10 00

The Consultant (Database Management! $15 00

The Home Accouniant S15 00

The Home Banker SI0O0

Trie Home Manage: S'000

TnsHanager S10 00

The Word Machine/Name Machine me1,1.1} ... $5 00

Valuecalc S3 00

CARTRIDGES

AM in The Coter Caves S10 CO

Alpha Build SlO 00

Big Bird s Spiral Delivery . SlO 00

Bubble Bust SlO CO

Oragonsden S3 00

Facemaker-(new| SlO CO

Heskit SlO 00

KirJsoiKeys-me.vi S10 00

Kmdercomp SlOCO

Lcmans . . . S3 00

Linking Logic S1000

Mach 5 Cartridge S15 00

Maslert/pe(new| S1000

MSPac-Man S3 00

Pintail Spectacular. S3 00

Radar Rat Race S3 00

Sea Spec S100C

Speed &ngoMath S1000

T^s Final Cartridge $15 CO

Up S Add cm S1000

CARTRIDGES (No Docs)

Blueprint S600

Clowns S3 00
Ducte Ahoy S3 00

Knderccmp SB 00

Lemans S8 00

Linking Logic S3 00

Mag<; Desk i S3 00

Maze Master S3 00

Memory Manor SSOO

Popeye S3 00

Speed 8mgo Mam S3 CO

Up & Add em S3 00

Vc 20 ■Hesware-Gridrumer S5 00

Vc 20- Avenger S5 CO

Vic 20-Jupi!er Lsncer S5W

Vi; 2C-OTega Pace Si 00

DESIGN

Awardware SS 00

Delta Drawmg-tnew) So CO

Jingle Ehsk-NEW ScM

Primers Deuilf:; Print Stop $800

TheCnris;masK:!-NEW StOCO

The Newsroom $1000

The Newsroom iai S15 CO

The Print Shop $15 03

The Pnnl Sr»3 Companon SIO 00

DISK UTILITY

Commodore 64 Software Bonus Pak S5 53

Disk Utilities $500

EDUCAMONAUCHILDREN

Computer Science S3 00

Early Learning Friends S10 03

Easy Lesson and Easy Quiz S5 00

Englisfi I $5 00

ENGLISH II $5 00

First Men on the Moon -MattHnew i $6 00

Grade A Main S5 00

in Searcn of Ihe Most Amazing Thng-inew) $5 00

J-ngie Boo'k fleacing-lnewi S£ OO

Kcalagrams Spelling 1 -use with Koala PadHnew) Sc CO

Logic Builders SS CO

Main Busies S3 CD

UECC Expeditions SSOO

MECC Odell Lake

Pamt-A-Rhyme -for use witti Koala Parj-inew; S6 00

Peter Rabbit Beading-(mvu] . $600

Snccper Troops Case =1 (new) So 00

Snooper Troops Case -2 $5 00

Snooper Troops Case =2 inew) So 00

Snoopy s Skywnler Scramo:er SlO 03

Story Macfune S3 00

SUNBURST-Menuoy Suiding Stocks SlOOO

Tales of Uysteiy S3 00

The Argos ExpediMn S3 CO

UpforGrabS-inav| So CO

Weathef Tamers $3 03

Where m Europe is Carmen San Diego (new) 520 00

Where m lie USA is Carmen Sandiego S20 CC

Where in the World is Carmen San Diego [new I 525 00

Wizard of Words S1000

GAMES

2Q Solid Gold Cc4 128 Entertainment Hits StO 03

20 Solid Geld Hits-5 Disks. . S10CO

Aliens $4 00

Amnesia $6 00

Archon 51000

Batman S10.M

Batman-The Caped Crusa jer SlO CO

EC2Cri-Head So W

Below The R0Ol(NEW) SlO 00

BeyorttZoft-NEW So CO

Etod Honey^lEW S6 K

=!ua Ange:s--ormation Flight Simulator! . SlO 00

Bop'N Wreste-NEV/ S600

Bureaueracy .... SlOCO
CavemanUgh-lympics $4 00

Championsn.p Baseball ... S6CC

Champofishp Golf (new) S600

ChampicrshpWrestling ScOO

Chcmp(n5',M S-: CC
-.. . .,.....,..- SSOO

CoimwdoreSICTeslPtot-NEW . S60O

Conflict nVietram-NEW

CountOmifltoSfWOown S4C0

Crossfire S4 00

Cyrus Chess S6 CC

Deadline S4 oo

Demons Winter - So CO

Dig Dug SJ 00

FI5 Strike Eagle . S1000

Feud . $6 00

Fist - The Legend Cortaes So 00
Flight Simulator II S15 00

GBA Cfiamponsnip 3asKetbaJI-2 on 2-NEW S6C0

GFL Chanponsho FcoCall S6 CO

Gold Recoid Flace-inew). - S600

Grand ?r.x QrcuHnew) S10 CO

Guerilla {new] S5 00

Hacker $4 CO

HarCDail (newl . S600

Heartland (newi S6O0

High Pcler-NEW S5 DO

Howard tne DucK-Wventwe on Volcano island S4 00

Invaders cf the Lest Tomb-inew) S6 CO

Jack Maus Greatest 18 Hotes of Gotf-flEW S6C0

Jaws . S600

Jeopardy-Junior Edition S6C0

Jen Elway s OuarJerBack S6 CO

Jordan vs Bud SlOCO

KarasChoptnewi ... S6C0

Kings of the SeacJiinewi So CO

Kmghi ORC S6 CC

Kung Fu Il-Stcte cf Death inev^l S6 CO

LastN!n^2-NEV/ S5 CO

Leg;cr-aire S5 00

Lords of Ojnqoest-(new) S6C0
LCroscfConquesWE'.': S6CC

MeanStreets SlOCO

Megaplay VtSume i . a 00

MimtMan S5O3

Murderoy trie Dozen . . SSOO

Navy Seal S6 CO

Navy Seal (new] S3 CO

Operation Whirlwna So OO

Pasnworcs S6C0

Power Dnft S4 CO

Predator SSCO

FiesflwUal Canpaian SS CO

Projed Space Stater: $4 00

:.-:::■ S600

0:((newi So 00

Questron II S4 CC

Raid Over Moscc* S4 00

narf Over Moscow So 00

Rarr.po 111 S4 CO
Rick Dangerous S4 00

RoGbersofU-eLoslTomp .. . S4C0

Sarown S6C0

Sargon IWne«).. S600

Saigon iii-(new) S9C0

Sen/eandVoBeylnew] S600
Snincr: S600

Solent Semce SJ CO

SkyFci So CO

Snow sttfte-HEW So OD

Spider^an SJ 00

Sporting News Baseball S6 CO

Siar Trcoper-(newi . S6 CO

Siattonia.i So CO

Summe^GarrifiSll WOO

Superman SJ CO

Superstar ice Hockey $6 CO

Suspenses -A Cryogenic Nightmare . S5 CO

S.-.Cfdcf Fargcal SJCQ

T33 Toan Wrestling SJ CO

TETRIS S5 03

TreLastN:n:a SJOO

TheLonbofMidregh! S5C0

The ?:Es:Cert :s .'/issmg [new] S5 CO

The WjrW s Greatest Sasetall Game S4 CO

Trud Ridge-MEW So 00

TimescfLcre . SJOO

Titan-NEW So 00

Total Eclspse (new) S5 00

Ultimate Wizard $6 GO

War in Middle Earth-NEW S6 CO

Wheel of Fortune SS CO

Wild Slreets-NEW SSCO

Woid Flyer S6C0

Z-Pilot S4 00

Zer^i S6.00

Zorkl.. S6.00

Zorkll S10.CO

ZtHkltl-NEW . S3 CO

GEOS

Dettpackt-HEV/ . SlOCO
Fontpackl-MEW SlOCO

GEO3ASIC me-.'.) . S10.00

HARDWARE

1351 House wfttenai-nmiisK S20CO
1702 Monitor-CokK JO Column-refurbished 539 CO

1EO2 Monilor-Coloi Monitor JO Coiumn-relurs S139 00

Apioick 1200 Baud Mmi-Uodem (new) S3000

Assorted Joysticks SSOO

C123D KeyEoards [NEW] E69 Si

C!2SDKeyboarcs-SEFUR3:SHED . . S5995

C&i Ke/boara (NEW)..._ S4995

C64 KeyMard (refurbished] $39 95

CPUWVerscm Base Model S139CO

Dataserte SSOO

EFYX Fast Lcaa Cartridge * Manual SiO 00

Homester 10 Printer w.nanual 545 00

Koala Pas Only ro docs S20.CO

KXP10801 Pr.n:er S75 CO

Laser 190E Printer S30 CO

Magic Mouse SlO CO

Mage Voice Speech Module S50 CO

Multiplexer $50 00

Okimale 10 Cotor Printer w manuat.cssk.nbbons S45 00

STAnGeminlOX a Manual $25 00

Super Ejparder 64 . S8.00

The Voice Messenger -SpeechW . . $20 00

Used SimLine cases for ucmmodore 64 SlO 00

:e'.i;:: ;::; S5oo

MISCELLANEOUS

10 Asscned Commodore Magazines 1985-86 S10M

&1 Doctor .. . S5 0O

Home Video Producer SlOOO
instant Musk-NEW . S6 00

LOADSTAS D.sks=4D.e5.£6.67.63 .. S1000

Synlhesound 64 S5 00

Vic 20 Cassette-Intro to Basic Part 2 SI0.00

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

probes ... S5C0
Ecns:eim Pro (new) SlOOO

Ccmrrcdore S50O

Ccrr.rr3iofe Tecnnotep;/ S5 00

Muse Construction Kil S5 00

SAT Score Improvement System... S5 CO

Water F«!s Pak 1541 . . . S8.00

PROGRAMMING

Eetter Worlang Pcver Assembler $10.00

GEO3ASIC (new) StO CO

Hesware ■ Graphis Basic StO CO
Introduclcnto BASiOPart I S3 CO

Oxted Basic SlOCO

Oxfoio Pascal SlOOO

SimonsBasc $1000

Start Programming w Go.iek and the Mcrcchips S5.C0

WORD PROCESSING

Easy Script S5C0

MasterrypesWriter SSCO

MirageConcepts-Wcrd Processor-Professional $1000

Outragecus Pages-NEV/ .. S20C0

£uper-Te>l Professorial S5 CO

Supcnext Word Processor S1000

The Printed Word SSCO

The Write Stuff 128-NEW 320 OO

Word Wriler 128 $20 CO

WonJWriter6-NEW . $1500

Wordpro 3 Plas64-NEW 51500

Wordpro iv turbo Load & Save-NEW S!5 CO

Wnlers Chose SSCO
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Take Your Commodore Into The Next Millenium! -

Programs will suddenly spring to life, screens and menus pop

up instantly, scrolling becomes fluid, and graphics fly. A

Commodore equipped with a SuperCPU is like having a

Volkswagon with a V-8. There's one small difference: the

SuperCPU rides much smoother. And while the SuperCPU

provides your computer with a radical increase in horsepower

(up to 22 times faster), its operating system makes that power

easy to use by maintaining compatibility with most existing

programs and by making itself virtually transparent to the user

and the computer

Looking to the (uture. the powerful 65816 microprocessor

gives programmers vast new resources to create powerful

and sophisticated software. With its 16-bit registers, up to 16

Megabytes of system memory and an enhanced instruction

set based on the 6502 core, the SuperCPU makes it easy to

enhance existing software while providing the muscle needed

to create a whole new generation of Commodore programs

integrating more extensive graphics, sound and animation.

To get the most from your existing programs and to get ready

for the future with just one puchase. get a SuperCPU. You'll

wonder why you waited this long!

SuperCPU EM S17S.OO*
SuperCPU IBB £52=33.00*

■prices do not include shipping

Features:

• High-speed microprocessor. 128K or 256K of fast RAM,

advanced hardware logic, and up to 512K ROM enable

you to run ail types of existing commercial software at

speeds up to 22 times faster than slock machines.

• BASIC programs, including most Bulletin Board Systems,

seem to run as fast as machine language, and compiled

BASIC programs run faster than ever!

• Commercial machine language programs (databases,
spreadsheets, word processors, telecommunications,

graphics, etc.) run so fast that you'll think you're running

them on a completely different computer!

• GEOS comes alive —No typing or scrolling delays, graphic
operations happen instantly, plus faster printing and disk

access! Includes an enhanced GEOS setup utility!

■ Easy-to-use: Plug it into your cartridge port" and start

working —no special adjustments needed.

Built-in JiffyDOS Kernal boosts disk access speed up to

15 times faster with JiffyDOS-equipped drives.

■ Pass-thru port provides compatibility with RAM Link,

SwiftLink, Turbo-23 2. REUs and other cartridges.

■ Unit Enable/Disable, JiffyDOS On/Off. Normal/Turbo, and

Reset switches make using the SuperCPU a snap!

"Additional MMU SuperAdapter installation required for 128 version.

/■■

SuperRAM Card (0 MB) $79 • 4 MB $114 ■ 8 MB $139 * 16 MB $179

SuperCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) $219 • 4 MB $254 • 8 MB $278 • 16 MB $318

SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) $279 • 4 MB $314 - 8 MB $338 • 16 MB $378

Prices do not include shipping and are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors.


